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A B S T R A C T
Every day, huge amounts of data are generated in the healthcare environments from se-
veral sources, such as medical sensors, EMRs, pharmacy and medical imaging. All of this
data provides a great opportunity for big data applications to discover and understand pat-
terns or associations between data, in order to support medical decision-making processes.
Big data technologies carry several benefits for the healthcare sector, including preventive
care, better diagnosis, personalized treatment to each patient and even reduce medical costs.
However, the storage and management of big data presents a challenge that traditional data
base management systems can not fulfill. On the contrary, NoSQL databases are distributed
and horizontally scalable data stores, representing a suitable solution for handling big data.
Most of medical data is generated from sensor embedded devices. The concept of IoT,
in the healthcare environment, enables the connection and communication of those devices
and other available resources over the Internet, to perform or help in healthcare activities
such as diagnosing, monitoring or even surgeries. IoT technologies applied to the health-
care sector aim to improve the access and quality of care for every patient, as well as to
reduce medical costs.
This master thesis presents the integration of both big data and IoT concepts, by deve-
loping an IoT platform designed for data collection and analysis for medical sensors. For
that purpose, an open source platform, Kaa, was deployed with both HBase and Cassandra
as NoSQL database solutions. Furthermore, a big data processing engine, Spark, was also
implemented on the system.
From the results obtained by executing several performance experiments, it is possible
to conclude that the developed platform is suitable for implementation on an healthcare
environment, where huge amounts of data are rapidly generated. The results also made it
possible to perform a comparison between the performance of the platform with Cassandra
and HBase, showing that the last one presents slightly better results in terms of the average
response time.
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R E S U M O
Atualmente, uma grande quantidade de dados e´ gerada todos os dias em ambientes
hospitalares provenientes de diversas fontes, como por exemplo sensores me´dicos, registos
eletro´nicos, farma´cias e imagens me´dicas. Todos estes dados proporcionam uma grande
oportunidade para aplicac¸o˜es de big data, permitindo revelar e interpretar padro˜es ou
associac¸o˜es entre os dados de forma a auxiliar no processo de tomada de decisa˜o me´dica.
As tecnologias de big data comportam diversos benefı´cios para o sector de sau´de, incluindo
a prestac¸a˜o de cuidados preventivos, diagno´sticos mais eficientes, tratamento personalizado
para cada paciente e ate´ mesmo reduzir os custos me´dicos. No entanto, o armazenamento
e a gesta˜o da big data apresenta um desafio que os sistemas de gesta˜o de base de dados
tradicionais na˜o sa˜o capazes de ultrapassar. Na˜o obstante, as bases de dados NoSQL repre-
sentam uma soluc¸a˜o de armazenamento de dados distribuı´da e escala´vel horizontalmente,
sendo, portanto, apropriadas para lidar com big data.
Uma grande parte dos dados me´dicos e´ gerada atrave´s de dispositivos embebidos com
sensores. O conceito de IoT, no ambiente das unidades de sau´de, permite a conexa˜o
e comunicac¸a˜o desses dispositivos e outros recursos disponı´veis atrave´s da Internet, de
forma a realizar ou auxiliar nas atividades de sau´de, como por exemplo o diagno´stico, a
monitorizac¸a˜o ou ate´ mesmo em cirurgias. As tecnologias IoT visam melhorar o acesso e
qualidade dos cuidados de sau´de para todos os pacientes, bem como reduzir os custos na
prestac¸a˜o dos mesmos.
Esta tese de mestrado apresenta, assim, a integrac¸a˜o de ambos os conceitos de big data
e IoT, propondo o desenvolvimento de uma plataforma projetada para a recolha e ana´lise
de dados de sensores me´dicos. Para essa finalidade, foi utilizada uma plataforma IoT
de co´digo aberto, Kaa, juntamente com duas bases de dados NoSQL, HBase e Cassandra.
Adicionalmente, foi tambe´m implementado um mecanismo de processamento de dados,
tambe´m de co´digo aberto, o Spark.
Com base nos resultados obtidos atrave´s da realizac¸a˜o de diversas experieˆncias de avaliac¸a˜o
de desempenho, foi possı´vel concluir que a plataforma desenvolvida e´ adequada para a
implementac¸a˜o em ambientes de prestac¸a˜o de cuidados de sau´de, onde grandes quan-
tidades de dados sa˜o rapidamente geradas. Os resultados permitiram tambe´m realizar uma
comparac¸a˜o entre o desempenho da plataforma com Cassandra e com HBase, realc¸ando
que esta u´ltima apresenta resultados ligeiramente melhores em termos do tempo me´dio de
resposta.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
The present dissertation explores the development of a platform for data collection and
analysis for medical sensors, based on the concept of the Internet of Things. Section 1.1
presents a brief contextualization and motivation of this master thesis’ topic, followed by
its main goals in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents some contributions of this project and,
finally, Section 1.4 exposes the document’s structure.
1.1 context and motivation
The presence of embedded sensors in everyday life objects is rapidly increasing. Smart-
phones and wearable devices are just two examples of recent technologies that enable to
bridge the gap between physical and cyber worlds [1]. Nowadays, there is an increasing
interest in wearable sensors and there are already several devices available on the market
for fitness, activity awareness and even personal healthcare [2].
Over the years, the access, affordability and quality of healthcare have always represented
a problem around the world. In fact, a large number of people do not receive the quality
care they need, either by geographical disadvantages or the high costs of medical care [3].
This way, researchers have been considering the application of smartphones and wearable
technologies in the healthcare sector for remote health monitoring and clinical management
of patients’ physiological information [2]. Through the mobile application, sensors, medical
devices and remote monitoring products, it is possible to improve the quality of care and
reduce medical costs, as well as connecting people with healthcare providers [3, 4].
The concept of Internet of Things (IoT) enables the integration and communication of
these network-connected devices to provide information concerning the health status of a
patient in real time to the healthcare professionals [4]. Any device integrated in an IoT
system is uniquely addressed and identifiable at any time and anywhere through the In-
ternet [2]. These systems provide several benefits especially in the management of chronic
diseases and remote monitoring systems, as well as reducing visits to the hospital and me-
dical costs [4–6]. Additionally, by integrating all the available data from the IoT devices in
decision-support systems, it is possible to provide better prognosis and treatments, early
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interventions and life-style recommendations to improve the quality of the patient’s health
status [2].
Healthcare data is not only produced at an exponential rate but it also grows in diversity.
Most of the data generated by medical devices and sensors is unstructured and, thus, re-
quires different data storage mechanisms than the traditional database management sys-
tems. Furthermore, in order to analyze that huge amount of data, solutions based on cloud
computing are also required [5].
Although there are already some IoT solutions on the market, the ambiguity and tech-
nical challenges are still prevailing, highlighting the deployment of an intelligent IoT-based
healthcare platform that involves big data management as one of the biggest challenges
[7]. This thesis aims to study the features required for that purpose, as well as to deploy
and evaluate an IoT platform for data collection and analysis for medical sensors, using
appropriate mechanisms for data storage.
1.2 objectives
Having in mind the context and motivation for this master thesis, presented in Section
1.1, some objectives were established in order to conduct its whole development process. In
the initial stage, it was necessary to gather a great amount of information, from different
and heterogeneous sources, concerning the required components and issues for the imple-
mentation of the IoT platform in the healthcare sector. Afterwards, it was fundamental to
design and deploy the system architecture and, finally, proceed with the platform evalu-
ation process. Therefore, three main goals were established for this project:
• Assess the adoption of an IoT platform in the healthcare environment for storage and
analysis of data for medical sensors:
– Collect and analyze bibliographic documents about IoT applications, big data
and database solutions in the healthcare sector.
– Identification of the components required for building a platform to collect large
amounts of data from medical sensors.
– Identification of potential applications and medical sensors to integrate into the
platform.
– Identification of potential processing and analytic open source frameworks to
integrate into the platform.
– Study and selection of an IoT open source platform suitable for healthcare envir-
onments.
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• Design and implement a system architecture for an IoT platform for storage and
analysis of data for medical sensors:
– Design of the system architecture proposed, based on the IoT platform selected,
database solutions suitable for medical sensors and analytic applications.
– Implementation of the designed system.
• Evaluate the performance of the developed platform:
– Design and configuration of the experiments for the assessment process.
– Representation and discussion of the results obtained from the assessment of the
platform performance, based on the designed experiments.
1.3 contributions
The application of IoT technologies on the healthcare sector, along with big data storage
and analytic solutions, represents one of the most promising applications nowadays. By
developing an IoT platform designed for data collection and analytics for medical sensors,
this master thesis is contributing to the spread of this concept as a reliable and beneficial
solution to take into account for the healthcare sector.
A major contribution of this master thesis was the development and integration of a
component to establish the connection between HBase data store and Kaa platform. The
source code of this contribution was accepted and integrated in the platform source code,
through GitHub, by the development team of Kaa.
1.4 document structure
This master thesis is organized in seven chapters. This introductory chapter contextuali-
zes the reader on the subject in study, as well as its motivations and objectives. A literature
review on the main concepts and technologies addressed in this project is presented on
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 exposes the research methodology adopted, while Chapter 4 presents
the proposed approach and the system architecture for the platform development. Chapter
5 addresses the decision making and implementation processes in the deployment of the
platform. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the assessment of the platform performance, highlight-
ing the experimental setup, the obtained results and the respective discussion. The funda-
mental conclusions of this master thesis and the prospects for future work are presented in
Chapter 7.
2
L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W
This chapter describes the theoretical foundations and scientific concepts concerning the
development of this thesis, as well as the state of the art and literature review. Firstly, in
Section 2.1, it is presented a brief introduction containing the major subjects of this chapter.
Section 2.2 presents the concept of nowadays big data, its challenges and opportunities in
healthcare environments and, finally, the emerging big data technologies. Subsequently,
Section 2.3 presents in detail the Apache Software Foundation projects relevant for this
dissertation. Section 2.4 discusses the concept of Internet of Things and its relationship
with big data, highlighting the applications and benefits in the healthcare industry and
making reference to security requirements and existing platforms. Finally, Section 2.5 is
dedicated to the Kaa platform overview, which is the IoT platform deployed in this thesis
project.
2.1 introduction
Nowadays, healthcare organizations already store their medical records in electronic data-
bases and there are even advances towards data transparency by making that stored data
usable, searchable and actionable by the healthcare sector as a whole [8]. As healthcare data
is rapidly increasing, healthcare providers and data scientists now have access to promising
new threads of knowledge, called ”big data” as result of not only its volume but also its
complexity and diversity [8, 9]. The analysis of this data, in order to obtain useful insight,
allows healthcare providers to deliver higher quality care and reduce costs. [8, 10]. Many
innovative companies in the private sector are already building applications and analytic
tools that help patients, physicians and other healthcare stakeholders to identify value and
new opportunities based on all this emerging data [8, 10].
However, there are some obstacles in healthcare systems that big data has to overcome
in order to succeed [11, 12]. Patient privacy needs to be protected as more information
becomes public and big data systems need to be carefully developed to satisfy storage and
analytic requirements [8, 11, 13]. Thus, new data management systems have been developed
to face these challenges such as Hadoop [14], an open source framework that helps solve
4
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problems related to storage and access to data and allows very fast parallel processing;
HBase [15], an open source distributed database that is built on top of Hadoop’s file system;
and Cassandra database [16], that can store millions of columns in a single row and does
not require prior knowledge of data formatting [13, 17]. Additionally, for big data analytics
purposes Spark [18] is one of the most widely used open source processing frameworks
[19].
One of the major sources of big data is the Internet of Things (IoT). This concept is based
on the integration of everyday objects with sensing and networking capabilities to commu-
nicate with all devices or services over the Internet [20]. This way, healthcare represents
one of the most potential and attractive areas for the implementation of IoT solutions, es-
pecially in remote health monitoring, fitness programs, chronic diseases and elderly care.
In addition to the possibility of applying big data analytics on the huge amount of data ge-
nerated by these systems, IoT applications in healthcare are also expected to reduce medical
costs, provide specialized treatments and increase the users’ quality of life [21]. In order
to achieve those goals, many IoT platforms integrated with cloud based storage solutions,
such as Kaa [22], have been developed. [1, 23].
2.2 big data
2.2.1 Overview
Everyday, web and databases are overloaded with huge amounts of data in some way
that by 2025 the forecast is that the Internet will exceed the brain capacity of everyone liv-
ing in the whole world [17]. Data can be generated by different kinds of sources such as
online transactions, emails, videos, audio, images, click streams, logs, posts, search queries,
health records, social networks, science data, sensors and smartphones [24]. Advances in
digital sensors, communications, high-speed network connections and computation tech-
nologies contribute to a massive increase of this data, thus creating huge data collections
[17, 25]. In addiction, the development and deployment of business-related data standards,
electronic data interchange formats, business databases and information systems improved
the creation, storage, communication and utilization of all that data [25]. This phenomenon
is known as big data [17].
In August 2012, a report delivered to the U.S. Congress defined the concept of big data
as “large volumes of high velocity, complex, and variable data that require advanced tech-
niques and technologies to enable the capture, storage, distribution, management and ana-
lysis of the information” [10]. In fact, big data is commonly characterized by the following
5 V’s [11, 17]:
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• Volume: Huge amount of data is generated every second. All this data enforces the
need of advanced tools to store and process efficiently all the information [9, 17].
• Variety: Data does not have a fixed structure. It can be highly structured (data from
relational databases), semi-structured (web, social media, sensor source) or even un-
structured (audio, video, clicks) [9, 13, 17].
• Velocity: The term ”velocity” includes not only the speed of incoming data but also
the speed that data flows in the system. It involves data streaming, structured records
creation, data processing speed and availability for access and delivery [12, 13, 17].
• Value: The value refers to the purpose and potential of big data such as human de-
cision support, discovering needs, segmenting populations or enabling new business
models, products or services [17, 26].
• Veracity: It is associated to the uncertainty of data, which can be caused by incon-
sistencies, model approximations, incompleteness or even fraud. With many forms of
big data, sometimes there is a lack of quality and accuracy [9, 17, 26].
Figure 1: Representation of the 5V’s characteristic of big data: Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value and
Veracity [27].
In the last years, big data analytics have become of major interest and value for both
academic and business communities. It is usually referred as the techniques, technologies,
systems, practices, methodologies and applications that analyze critical data to obtain new
discoveries and insight of relevance to the organizations [12, 25]. The analysis of big data
provides useful information that help in making judgments, suggestions, supports or de-
cisions for the stakeholders. In fact, extracting insight from big data may be useful in
economic sectors, as well as improve the productivity and competitiveness of enterprises
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and public sectors, creating huge benefits for both providers and costumers [28]. Several
key application fields of big data such as enterprises, finances and online social-networks
are introduced in [28]. In the same way, some promising areas of analytic applications such
as e-commerce and market intelligence, e-government and politics, science and technology,
smart health and well-being and security and public safety are presented and discussed in
[25]. In [24] it is presented the potential of big data in some different sectors, highlighting
the healthcare industry as one of the most important and emerging technologies for the
next years [10, 12, 13, 24].
2.2.2 Big Data in Healthcare
The term ”big data” in healthcare is related to all electronic health datasets that are
difficult to process with traditional medical software and require some advanced data man-
agement tools [10, 12]. Healthcare data has increased massively not only because of the
volume but also because of the data diversity and speed at which it is generated and must
be recorded. In 2012, it was estimated to be equal to 500 petabytes (1015 bytes) and it is ex-
pected to reach 25,000 petabytes in 2020 [29]. It includes clinical information from sources
like physician’s written notes, medical imaging, laboratory, pharmacy, Eletronic Medical
Records (EMRs), sensors (such as vital signs monitoring devices), biometric data and even
smartphone health applications [10, 12].
All this amount of data creates a great opportunity for data scientists, allowing them
to discover and understand patterns and associations between data to support medical
decision-making [10, 26, 30]. Therefore, data analytics applications take advantage of that
data in order to extract useful insight to provide several benefits including preventive care,
by detecting diseases or possible complications at earlier stages when it is possible to treat
them more efficiently; better diagnosis and personalized treatment to each patient; under-
standing and managing population health; predicting and/or estimating length of stay of
patients, individuals at risk for medical complications or who will likely not benefit from
surgery; and medical fraud detection [30]. By aggregating and integrating big data it is
possible to extract deep knowledge about patient similarities and connections to provide
personalized care for each individual patient derived not only from his EMRs information
but also from his similarities with millions of other patients. This opens new opportunities
for proactive medicine, actively managing diseases, empowering the patients and reduction
of readmission rates [30]. With all this data-driven approach, healthcare is moving from a
disease-centered model towards a patient-centered model. In the first model, physician’s
and healthcare professional’s decision making is based on clinical expertise and medical
evidence. In the patient-centered model, the patient receives services focused on individual
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needs and preferences, or in other words, personalized care to benefit from accurate and
better services [26, 30].
In addiction, applying advanced analytics based on healthcare data and patient-centered
model also results in higher quality care at lower costs. McKinsey, a worldwide manage-
ment consulting firm, estimated that big data analytics can save more than $300 billion per
year only in U.S. healthcare [10, 31]. The list below presents some areas where applying big
data analysis could help reduce waste and improve efficiency:
• Clinical operations: Extracting insight from data could help determine the best way
for each patient diagnosis and treatment at lower costs [10, 32].
• Research and development: Using statistical tools and analyzing clinical trials and
patient records could help improving clinical trial designs and patient recruitment in
order to reduce trial failures and speed new treatments to market [10, 13].
• Public health: Analyzing disease patterns, outbreaks and transmission improve pub-
lic health surveillance and speed response [9, 10, 13].
• Evidence based-medicine: Analyzing EMRs data and patient data could help predict-
ing patients at risk for disease or readmission, and thus, providing more efficient care
[9, 10, 25].
• Remote monitoring: Analyzing real-time large volumes of data from healthcare cen-
ters or home devices enables safety monitoring and prediction of any complication,
reducing costs associated with patient readmission [9, 10, 25, 32].
• Patient profile analytics: Analyzing patient profile and characteristics makes it pos-
sible to identify individuals who would benefit from preventive care or lifestyle
changes in order to avoid possible future complications and interventions [9, 10, 13].
Due to nowadays’ large stream of data, from various sources and in many different
forms, big data projects need to be carefully planned to set up the right goals and realistic
expectations. Their success depends on the ability to develop efficient systems for integ-
rating and processing all the information available [12, 17]. Furthermore, there are several
challenges surrounding the concept of big data in healthcare like confidentiality and data
security, storage, access to information, data reliability, interoperability and data manage-
ment [11, 12, 33]. Concerning patient’s privacy, in some healthcare organizations data may
be shared only after de-identification, which prevents direct and indirect identification of
the patient [33]. In U.S., according to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) there are many data elements that need to be removed to assure patient’s
privacy, such as names, geographic data, dates and contacts. In [33] there are listed all the
restricted data elements in accordance with HIPAA. As for data storage, reliability, access
and management there have been developed and tested several solutions [28].
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2.2.3 Storage and Analytics Solutions for Big Data
In order to handle big data challenges for developing storage and analytics solutions, it
is crucial to understand all its implications. For that purpose, big data management can be
split in four steps [17, 34]:
• Acquisition: The system architecture has to acquire high speed of data from several
different sources and diverse access protocols. If there is a need to filter the incoming
data, this step is where it should be done.
• Organization: The system architecture must be able to parse data with different
formats and extract the actual information that it contains. After that, data has to
be integrated and stored in the right location, such as data warehouses, data marts,
NoSQL databases, etc.
• Analyze: This step comprises running queries, modeling and building algorithms in
order to extract new insights from data.
• Decision: By interpreting the results from the Analyze step, it is possible to make
valuable and efficient decisions.
From this point of view, to be able to benefit from all the advantages of big data, it implies
having an infrastructure capable of handling the steps above efficiently. That means this in-
frastructure should be linearly scalable, able to handle high throughput data, fault tolerant,
auto recoverable and with high degree of parallelism and distributed data processing [17].
Traditional data management systems were based on the Relational Database Manage-
ment System (RDBMS) [34]. However, these systems require structured data which is not
suitable for handling big data, where large amounts of semi-structured and unstructured
data can be rapidly generated [35]. Furthermore, RDBMSs are strictly designed with a lack
of scalability and expandability, compromising the system performance when dealing with
huge amounts of data. In sum, traditional RDBMSs could not handle the huge volume and
heterogeneity of big data, so other solutions have been proposed [34, 35].
Cloud Computing
According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology, cloud computing is a
”model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configur-
able computing resources (e.g. network, servers, storage, applications and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with a minimal management effort or service pro-
vider interaction” [36]. This way, cloud computing provides the underlying engine needed
to perform distributed data-processing of multiple datasets, characteristic of big data [37].
Overall, this model aims to provide higher scalability, elasticity, easy access through web,
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lower operating and maintenance costs, as well as lower business risks [38]. These proper-
ties make cloud computing one of the most promising solutions for big data in healthcare
as they provide a solution for interoperability problems and healthcare data sharing, pro-
cessing and management [39].
In order to succeed in cloud environments, a cloud data management system requires
[38]:
• Scalability and high performance, due to the continuous growth of data that need to
be stored, users and data throughput.
• Elasticity, since cloud applications can face fluctuations in access patterns.
• Fault tolerance, because of the possibility of some machine’s failure.
• Security and privacy, since data is stored in third-party resources.
• Availability, as applications cannot afford extended periods of downtime.
As it has been previously stated, traditional RDBMSs do not meet the requirements above.
In order to address this issue, a new family of scalable databases, called NoSQL, has been
developed in the last decade [36, 38].
NoSQL Databases
For permanent storage and management of large volume of data, NoSQL databases
proved to be a good option [34]. NoSQL stands for ”Not Only SQL”, highlighting that
Structured Query Language (SQL) is not a crucial point in these systems [35, 38]. In fact, ap-
plications such as big data analytics, business intelligence and social networking require too
much effort from SQL-like centralized databases, pushing them over their limits. NoSQL
systems are distributed, horizontally scalable, non-relational databases designed for large-
scale data storage and processing [40]. The term ”horizontally scalable” means that the
system has the ability to distribute both the data and the load of the operations over many
servers without sharing RAM or disk among them [41]. NoSQL data stores also offer
flexible schemas or can even be schema-free, allowing to handle a wide variety of data
structures. The horizontal scalability, the schema flexibility, the high availability and fault
tolerance of these databases make them especially suitable for use as cloud management
systems [38].
NoSQL database storing mechanisms follow the concept of CAP theorem, formulated
by Eric Brewer in 2000, which stands for Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance
[40, 42]. It postulates that only two of the previous three properties can be fully achieved
simultaneously [36, 38, 40, 42]. This theorem is represented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The CAP theorem states that only a combination of two of the following properties can be
fully achieved simultaneously: consistency, availability and partition tolerance [42].
Consistency means having a single up-to-date instance of data [38]. This way, all clients
who read from the database will always see the latest version of data [36, 40]. Availability
implies data to be accessible at the moment that it is requested [38]. This means that all
clients always find at least one copy of the requested data, even if some machines in the
cluster are down [40]. Finally, partition tolerance refers to the capability of the system to
tolerate network partitions [38]. This means the database still can perform read and write
operations when some parts of the system are completely inaccessible [36]. Regarding the
different concerns of NoSQL databases, there are three possible scenarios [42]:
• Concerned about consistency and availability: Mainly use of replication approach
to ensure data consistency and availability. Some examples include Vertica [43], Aster
Data [44] and Greenplum [45].
• Concerned about consistency and partition tolerance: Data is stored in distributed
nodes and these systems privilege the assurance of data consistency instead of avail-
ability. Some examples include BigTable [46], HBase [15] and MongoDB [47].
• Concerned about availability and partition tolerance: This kind of systems priv-
ileges data availability over consistency. Some examples include Voldemort [48],
CouchDB [49] and Cassandra [16].
NoSQL databases can also be classified as key-value databases, document databases and
column-oriented databases [42, 50]. In key-value databases, data is stored as key-value pairs
[50]. The key identifies uniquely the value, and it is used to store and retrieve the value into
and out the data store. The value is opaque to the data store, so it can be used to store any
arbitrary data. However, due to this property, these data stores cannot perform data-level
querying [38]. Some examples of these databases include Dynamo, Voldemort and Redis
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[40]. Document databases are especially suitable for applications where the input data can
be represented in a document format [38]. Data is stored and organized as a collection
of documents with any number of fields and length [50]. Those documents are usually
represented using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) or some derived format [38]. These
data stores are not particularly concerned about high performance write operations, but to
ensure big data storage and good query performance [42]. Typical document databases are
CouchDB and MongoDB [41, 42]. Finally, most of column-oriented databases derived from
Google Bigtable. In Bigtable, datasets consist of several rows where each row is addressed
by a unique key. Each row is comprised by a set of column families and each column
family is comprised by one or more columns [38]. The full description of Bigtable is presen-
ted in [46]. The deployment of column-oriented databases in an architecture with data
compression and parallel processing can provide high performance of data analysis and
business intelligence processing [42]. Some examples of these data stores include Google’s
Bigtable, HBase (which is the direct open source implementation of Bigtable concepts) and
Cassandra [38, 41, 42].
Big Data Technologies
Nowadays, most of big data platforms and frameworks are based on distributed storage
of data, which, unlike traditional systems, stores blocks of very large files across multiple
nodes. These storage systems are designed to run on low-cost hardware and provide high
availability and streaming access to data [35]. In this perspective, Hadoop has been a
revolutionary technology in the realm of computer science [51].
Apache Hadoop is an open source framework that allows distributed processing of huge
datasets across clusters [31]. It has not only gained significant importance in business
intelligence and analytics [25], but also has become common in healthcare industry [9, 31].
In fact, it is the most widely applied technology in big data systems as it helps to overcome
important challenges like storage and access, management of overheads (associated with
the large datasets) and fast parallel processing [13]. Hadoop’s main infrastructure consists
in its default distributed file system and MapReduce [35, 52].
MapReduce is a programming paradigm introduced by Google in order to process huge
amounts of data [35]. Some use cases of MapReduce framework in healthcare industry
include finding optimal parameters for lung texture classification using machine learning
algorithms, content-based medical imaging indexing and wavelet analysis for solid texture
classification [31].
Despite providing high scalability across many servers in Hadoop cluster, MapReduce
does not perform very well with intensive input-output tasks [31]. Apache Spark is another
computing engine that can be integrated in Hadoop cluster for data processing. It supports
in-memory computing, which allows to query data much faster than disk-based engines
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like Hadoop’s MapReduce [53]. In fact, for performing analytics on continuous streams
of data, Spark proves to be very useful due to its capabilities to compute on streaming
data with machine learning algorithms and graphic tools for visualization. This way, it is
possible to perform both real-time and retrospective analysis of incoming data [31].
Currently, software and hardware vendors like IBM [54], Cloudera [55] and Dell EMC
[56] offer tools, platforms and services for big data analytics based on Hadoop architecture
[57]. Other big data technologies, including the previous mentioned NoSQL databases, are
presented and described in [17] and [10]. Some big data tools such as Apache Zookeeper
[58] for managing resources and Apache Flume [59] for data integration are presented
in [35]. Actually, many Apache Software Foundation projects are developed to meet the
requirements of big data systems.
2.3 apache software foundation projects
2.3.1 Apache Hadoop
The first version of Hadoop was created in 2004 by Doug Cutting, who named the project
after his son’s stuffed elephant. In January 2008, it became a top-level Apache Software
Foundation project [60]. The Apache Hadoop project is responsible for developing open-
source software for reliable, scalable and distributed computing. Hadoop software library
is a framework that provides distributed storage and processing of large datasets across
clusters of computers using simple programming models. It is designed to scale up from
one to thousands servers and to detect and handle failures [14]. The storage is provided by
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and the processing and analysis by MapReduce.
There are other components that can be integrated in Hadoop, but these two are considered
its kernel [61].
Hadoop Distributed File System
HDFS is an open-source fault-tolerant distributed file system, inspired by Google File
System (GFS), that supports large data storage and management [60, 62]. It is designed to
be deployed on low-cost hardware and to provide high throughput access to application
data [14]. HDFS stores data in blocks, typically with size of 64MB, and each block is stored
as a separate file in the local file system [35, 63]. The reason for this large size of blocks is
to reduce the number of disk seeks [52, 61].
The HDFS cluster has a master/slave architecture [62, 64]. It consists of a single Name-
Node, which is considered the master server, and several DataNodes, usually one per node in
the cluster [64]. The NameNode is a centralized service operating on one node in the cluster
and it is responsible for maintaining the file system directory tree and managing the file
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system namespace. It deals with clients requests to perform file system operations, such
as open, close, rename and delete [63]. NameNode does not store HDFS data. Instead, it
maintains a mapping between the HDFS file name, a list of blocks in the file and the Data-
Nodes that store those blocks [63]. This way, NameNode acts as the arbitrator and repository
of HDFS metadata [14]. DataNodes are responsible for handling read and write requests
from clients and perform operations such as block creation, deletion, and replication when
the NameNode requests. They retrieve blocks not only when they are told to, but they also
report back to the NameNode the lists of blocks they are storing, periodically, in order to
keep it up to date on their current status [65]. Note that although it is the NameNode that
manages the namespace and block operations, clients are addressed to DataNodes in order
to read or write data [63]. The HDFS architecture is represented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Architecture and workflow of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). The NameNode
manages metadata operations and gives instructions on block operations to DataNodes.
When clients send operations requests to HDFS, the NameNode addresses them to the
respective DataNode in order to perform read or write operations. Adapted from [35].
Without the NameNode, the file system cannot be used because there would be no way of
knowing how to reconstruct the files from the blocks on the DataNodes. Thus, it is extremely
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important to make sure the NameNode is resilient to failure. Hadoop provides two ways for
achieving that. First, Hadoop can be configured so that the NameNode writes its persistent
state to multiple file systems in order to backup all metadata information. Second, Hadoop
can also run a secondary NameNode that is responsible for merging the namespace image
periodically. It keeps a copy of the merged namespace which can be used in the event of
the NameNode failing [61].
HDFS is designed to store huge amounts of data across machines in a large cluster in a
reliable way [14]. Thus, it implements an automatic replication system for granting fault-
tolerance [63]. The number of replicas is configurable through the replication factor prop-
erty on HDFS configuration. Each file is stored as a sequence of blocks, which are replicated
under that replication factor [14]. HDFS replication is also transparent to the client applica-
tion. When a block is written in one DataNode, it echos the data to a second one, and so on
until the desired number of replicas have been achieved. When the NameNode receives the
list of stored blocks from each DataNode, it will verify if each block is sufficiently replicated.
In case of failure, the NameNode instructs DataNodes to make additional replicas [63].
Data corruption can occur in any system due to faults in storage devices, network faults
or even buggy software. In order to prevent that, HDFS implements checksum verification
mechanisms on its contents for granting data integrity. When a client creates an HDFS file,
it computes a checksum for each block and stores them in a separate hidden file in the
same HDFS namespace. Then, when a client retrieves file contents, it verifies that the data
received matches the checksum previously stored [14].
MapReduce
Hadoop MapReduce is the most popular open-source implementation of the MapReduce
framework introduced by Google [66]. MapReduce provides a powerful parallel program-
ming technique for distributed processing of data on clusters. The fundamental method of
this programming paradigm is to break down the complex big data problems into small
units of work and process them in parallel [24]. MapReduce, as the name suggests, ex-
presses the fact that two different functions are performed: Map and Reduce [17, 52]. The
Map function is applied on the input data in order to produce a set of intermediate results
in the form of < key, value > pairs [17, 63]. Then, the records for any given key (possibly
spread across many nodes in the cluster) are aggregated at the node running the reducer for
that key. This step involves data transfer between machines, so the Reduce stage is blocked
from progressing until all the data from the Map stage has been transferred to the appropri-
ate machine [60]. Finally, the Reduce function merges all the intermediate values associated
with the same key [17]. Those two functions can run independently on each < key, value >
pair, exposing large amount of parallelism [63]. Usually, user applications only have to
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define the Map and Reduce functions and the framework takes care of everything else,
such as failover and parallelism mechanisms [66].
In Hadoop cluster, a job corresponds to a MapReduce program and it is executed by
subsequently breaking it down into small parts called tasks. When a node in the cluster
receives a job, it divides it and runs it in parallel with other nodes. This procedure is led
by JobTracker [17]. The JobTracker receives the MapReduce job from the user application
and splits it into tasks. Subsequently, it assigns those tasks to TaskTrackers on DataNodes.
Lastly, the TaskTracker of each DataNode executes the assigned task on its data. JobTracker is
responsible for the coordination of the process and, thus, it is in continuous communication
with TaskTrackers, which periodically report the task status [35, 63]. When Hadoop detects
task failures, it restarts the task in another healthy node, granting the fault-tolerance of the
system [60].
Despite being a simple programming model, restricted to the usage of key-value pairs,
there is a surprising number of tasks and algorithms that fits into this framework [60].
2.3.2 Apache HBase
HBase is an Apache Hadoop-based project modeled on Google’s BigTable database [60].
The architecture of BigTable can be found on [46]. HBase can be defined as a distributed,
sparse, persistent and multidimensional sorted map [15, 67]:
• Distributed: Data is stored in multiple nodes across the cluster.
• Sparse: Usually a record has many columns and some of them may have null data.
HBase can efficiently save the space in sparse data.
• Persistent: Data is written and saved in the cluster.
• Multidimensional: A row can have multiple columns.
• Map: Data is stored in form of key-value pairs.
• Sorted: The key is stored in a sorted way for faster read and write optimization.
HBase is a column-oriented database built on top of the HDFS [68]. Therefore, the is-
sues surrounding data replication, node failure and data distribution across the nodes are
handled by the HDFS [50, 69]. HBase is designed to provide random real-time read/write
access to very large datasets [60, 61].
Data Model
HBase data model is presented in Figure 4 and comprises [15, 70, 71]:
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• Row: Each table comprises a set of rows where each row is identified through a
unique row key. This is just a logical representation since the data is not stored
physically in row, but in columns. In HBase a row consists of its row key and one or
more columns associated with their values.
• Column: A column consists of a column family and a column qualifier delimited by
a ”:” character ( family:qualifier ).
• Column family: Column families physically stores a set of columns and their respect-
ive values. Each column family has a set of storage properties that can be configured,
such as compression, cache in memory, etc. Every row in a table has the same column
families, however a row might not store anything in a given column family.
• Column qualifier: A column qualifier addresses the data on the column family.
Column qualifiers are mutable and different rows can have different sets of column
qualifiers.
• Cell: A cell is the basic quantum of information in HBase. It is addressed by a row
key, column family and column qualifier and contains a value and a timestamp, which
represents the value’s version. Each cell is associated with a timestamp, allowing to
manage different versions of data for the same row key.
Figure 4: Logical representation of HBase data model. An HBase table consists in a set of rows where
each row comprises a row key and one or more column families. Each column family
groups one or more column qualifiers (simply referred as columns). The cell represents
the basic unit of information, as it is addressed by a row key, a column family and a
column qualifier [67].
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All table accesses are performed using row keys [60]. Rows are sorted alphabetically by
row keys, so lexicographically adjacent keys will be stored in the same area of physical stor-
age [72]. For this reason, the design of the row key is crucial [15]. HBase stores everything
as uninterpreted bytes. This means that any arbitrary array of bytes (not necessarily human-
readable) can be used as a name for a column family or even a key for a row [50]. Both
column families and qualifiers may be arbitrary strings, but column families are usually
defined statically at the table schema creation, while column qualifiers can be added at any
time [60, 72].
Architecture
Column family’s data are stored in multiple files and in multiple regions, where each re-
gion comprises a particular range of a table’s rows [61]. In order to manage them, HBase’s
master server assigns multiple regions to a region server. In addition, HBase uses Zoo-
keeper to manage the coordination and resources needed to be highly available in a distri-
buted environment [67]. In sum, HBase system architecture consists in a Zookeeper cluster,
a master server and region servers. [71, 73].
The master server, designated as HMaster, is the administrator of the HBase cluster. It
is responsible for cluster monitoring and management, assigning regions to the regions
servers and handling failover and load balancing by re-assigning those regions [67, 74].
The region servers run on DataNodes of the HDFS and are responsible for managing the
regions, splitting data in regions and coordinating and serving read and write requests
[67, 74]. Regions have a previously configured maximum size. When the data grows more
than that size, region servers split that region in two equal regions, maintaining the high
velocity of read and write operations over data [67].
Apache Zookeeper is a distributed, open-source coordination service for distributed ap-
plications that is also part of the Apache Software Foundation [58]. It offers filesystem-like
access with directories and files (called znodes) that distributed systems can use to negoti-
ate ownerships, register servers and other coordination services [73]. The znodes are not
designed for general data storage but to map the metadata used for coordination purposes.
However, Zookeeper allows clients to store some useful information for metadata or con-
figuration in distributed systems [75]. Every region server creates its own znode, which
the HMaster uses to discover available servers [73]. At the creation time, a session with an
associated timeout is initialized. If Zookeeper does not receive anything from its session for
more than that timeout, the session is closed and the client is considered faulty [75]. With
this mechanism, HBase uses Zookeeper to monitor all region servers and recover them in
case of failure [67].
As for concurrency control, HBase implements Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC).
In MVCC, when data is updated, it does not overwrite the old data, but instead it adds a
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new version for the update and marks it as the current. With this approach, a read oper-
ation can retrieve not only the current version data but also data from previous versions
[38]. The maximum number of versions allowed can be configured in column families’
properties.
HBase provides strong consistency for both read and write, which means that when
write requests are confirmed, the same data is visible to all subsequent read requests [38].
For reads, the clients cannot read any record that is inconsistent, until that inconsistency is
fixed. As for writes, HBase does not write updates to disk instantly [76]. It first saves all the
updates in a Write-Ahead-Log (WAL) stored in hard drive and then it performs in-memory
data replication across the nodes, increasing this way the write throughput. Periodically it
flushes the in-memory structure to disk creating an immutable index-organized data file,
designated HFile [69, 76]. For this reason, WAL proves to be extremely important to recover
data in case of any failure [67].
2.3.3 Apache Cassandra
Cassandra was integrated in Apache Software Foundation projects in March 2010, after
being open-sourced by Facebook in July 2008 [77, 78]. Since its early deployments involved
storing social network data such as user activity updates, reviews and application statistics,
it is optimized to provide high performance writes [78]. Cassandra is defined as a distrib-
uted, scalable, highly available, fault tolerant column-oriented database that is influenced
by Amazon’s Dynamo infrastructure and Google’s BigTable data model [77, 78].
Data Model
In Cassandra, a database schema is represented by a keyspace, which is the namespace
that contains all data objects, such as tables [79]. A keyspace is defined by a name and a set
of attributes, like replication factor, replica placement strategy and column families [78].
Cassandra tables are represented by a distributed multidimensional map indexed by a
key. It contains the following dimensions [78, 80, 81]:
• Row: Each row is identified by a string key of arbitrary length and contains one or
more column families.
• Column family: A column family consists of columns and super columns. Cassandra
stores column families in separate files on disk, so it is important to define related
columns in the same column family.
• Column: A column is the most basic unit of data structure and it consists in a tuple
containing a name, a value and a timestamp. Cassandra uses the column timestamp
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to determine the most recent data. It is also possible to have different number of
columns for different rows.
• Super column: Super columns provide another level of nesting to the regular column
family structure. Each super column consists in a name and a map of sub-columns.
Cassandra is considered to be schema-free. Despite the keyspace and the column families
being fixed at the database creation, the columns can be added to a family at any time [78,
81]. Similarly to HBase, Cassandra represents its data structures in sparse multidimensional
hashtables, meaning that different keys can have different numbers of columns [78].
In order to perform queries over the tables, Cassandra makes use of the Cassandra Query
Language (CQL), which has a SQL-like syntax [79].
Architecture
Cassandra has a peer-to-peer distributed architecture [81]. Contrary to the master/slave
architecture of HBase, it is a decentralized system, meaning that all nodes of the cluster are
structurally identical and function the same way [78]. Thus, Cassandra has no single point
of failure (such as the master node failure), which contributes to the high availability of the
system [81].
Since there is no master node, Cassandra uses a gossip protocol so that each node can
have state information about the other nodes in the cluster [78]. Gossip is a peer-to-peer
communication protocol where nodes exchange messages about their state and the state of
other nodes they know about. This way, each node quickly obtains information about the
state of all other nodes in the cluster. Every gossip message has a version associated with it,
allowing only the old state information to be updated [81]. This process runs every second
and it is also responsible for detecting failures. Cassandra uses an accrual detection mech-
anism to calculate a per-node threshold based on network conditions, workload and other
conditions that might affect the node’s response [78, 81]. Through the gossip mechanism,
this method can determine if one node is up or down, allowing Cassandra to avoid routing
client requests to unresponsive nodes [80, 81]. When a node failure occurs, the other nodes
will keep trying to gossip with it to see if it is recovered, unless the administrator explicitly
removes the failing node [81].
Similarly to HBase, Cassandra provides a replication mechanism to ensure reliability and
fault-tolerance [81]. The number of times data is replicated across the cluster is defined by
the replication factor [80]. The way that those replicas are distributed across the cluster is
determined by the replica placement strategy. Both replication factor and replica placement
strategy are set at the keyspace definition [81].
Despite being focused on availability, it does not mean that consistency is dismissed.
In fact, Cassandra has a ”tuneable consistency”, which means it is possible to decide the
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level of consistency required, in balance with the level of availability [78]. The consistency
level can be set by the client and specifies how many replicas in the cluster must handle the
requested operation in order to be considered successful [78]. Three well known consistency
levels in Cassandra are [76, 78, 81]:
• ONE: This is the default value. It only needs a response from one replica for both read
and write requests. For read, the response may not always contain the most recent
data. A background thread is created to check the same data on the other replicas,
and if there is any outdated, a read repair is performed. As for write, the operation is
considered successful when at least one replica is written.
• ALL: This level perform writes and reads on all replicas and fail if there is any un-
responsive replica. It provides stronger consistency at the cost of availability, due to
synchronous blocking operations that wait for all nodes to be successfully updated.
• QUORUM: For write operations, it must be performed successfully on more than a
half of the replicas. For read operations, it must return data with the most recent
timestamp after more than a half replicas have responded.
Cassandra architecture allows any node in the cluster to be read or written [81]. When
data is written to the cluster, it will be first written to a commit log, which provides durabil-
ity of data in case of some unexpected shutdown [16]. A write is not considered successful
until it is written in that commit log [78]. Afterwards, the data is written to an in-memory
structure called memtable. When the memory usage of memtables exceeds a configured
threshold or the commit log approaches its maximum size, the contents of the memtable are
flushed onto disk in an immutable file called SSTable [16, 78]. As for reads, Cassandra will
check the requested data in the memtables first [78]. All this process is presented in Figure
5.
Figure 5: Cassandra workflow for read and write operations. Data is written first in the commit log
to ensure durability, and then in the memtable. When the memtable reaches its maximum
capacity, data is flushed into SSTables. As for read operations, data is sought first in the
memtables and then in the SSTables [82].
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2.3.4 Apache Spark
Apache Spark can be defined as a ”fast and general-purpose cluster computing system”
[18]. It provides high-level Application Programming Interface (API) in several program-
ming languages, such as Java, Scala, Python and R [18, 53]. Spark is by far one of the most
widely used open source processing frameworks for big data [19, 83].
This computing system has a batch processing model similar to MapReduce, which con-
sists in dividing a large dataset into several small sets for subsequent parallel processing
[84]. However, Spark engine supports in-memory computing, which provides faster data
processing compared to traditional disk-based engines [53]. In fact, this in-memory pro-
cessing capability proved to be much faster than Hadoop’s MapReduce that was mentioned
in Section 2.3.1 [53, 84]. Thus, this framework is commonly designed for scalable MapRe-
duce computing across distributed systems [85].
Apache Spark also provides a set of high-level tools (Figure 6) such as Spark SQL for SQL
and structured data processing, Spark Streaming for stream processing, MLlib for machine
learning and GraphX for graph processing [18, 53].
Figure 6: Apache Spark supported tools include SparkSQL, Spark Streaming, MLib and GraphX.
The documentation for each element can be found in its website [18].
The Spark framework consists in a spark master node and one or more workers. The
master is responsible for initializing the spark driver that manages all the workers, which,
on its turn, are responsible for the execution of parallel processing operations [85]. The
main abstraction that Spark provides is a Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD), which is a
collection of objects partitioned across the cluster that can be manipulated and processed
in parallel [18, 86]. RDDs are fault tolerant and able to automatically recover from failures
[86].
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2.4 internet of things
2.4.1 Overview
The first steps of the Internet revolution led to the interconnection between people all
over the world. Nowadays, the next revolution aims to create smart environments by es-
tablishing network connections between everyday objects. Mark Weiser, who is considered
to be the father of ubiquitous computing, defined a smart environment as ”the physical
world that is richly and invisibly interwoven with sensors, actuators, displays, and compu-
tational elements, embedded seamlessly in the everyday objects of our lives, and connected
through a continuous network” [87]. To bring this concept to reality, a new technology has
been developed over the years: the Internet of Things (IoT) [87].
IoT can be simply defined as the integration of all networked devices and sensors to
provide information in real-time and allow interaction with people who use them [4]. It
is based on the integration of Information Technology (IT), which is related to the storage
and processing of data, and Communication Technology, which includes communication
protocols and technologies [6]. The term ”Internet of Things” was used for the first time
by Kevin Ashton in the supply chain management context, in 1999 [87, 88]. Nowadays,
with the present capability of Internet, IoT aims to create a new paradigm where computer
systems interact with sensors and devices that see, hear and sense the surrounding envir-
onment, without the intervention of humans, in order to make real use of that information
[88].
The IoT concept is based on ”things”, also designated as smart objects, that are built and
developed in order to be identifiable, communicate and interact with every entity of the
system [89]. In fact, they are considered the active participants of the system, since they
are responsible to communicate with each other and with the surrounding environment
by sharing data and reacting to the physical world events with or without user interven-
tion [87]. Hence, IoT entities can be seen as providers and/or consumers of data related
to the real world [89]. They can be grouped in three main classes: devices attached to
objects for identification purposes; sensors and actuators for external access and control
of objects’ properties and functions; and finally, sensor-enabled devices such as wearables
and smartphones. IoT platforms should support these different classes in order to assure
the interoperability of the system, integrating every device or sensor in their network infra-
structures [1].
One of the major breakthroughs concerning embedded communication in the IoT sys-
tems was the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology [87]. This concept is based
on microchips attached to antennas for wireless communication of data that allows auto-
matic identification of the object they are attached to, similar to electronic barcodes [87, 90].
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In its first steps, IoT only considered objects tagged with this technology. Nowadays, it cov-
ers many other technologies such as distributed sensor networks, sensor-enabled devices
and other smart objects capable to interact with physical world [1]. Communication tech-
nologies are generally divided in long-range and short-range technologies. The first group
refers mainly to the regular long distance communication solutions like Internet and mo-
bile phones while the second group includes wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, RFID,
Wi-Fi, Infrared and ZigBee [7, 21]. The comparison of these different short distance commu-
nication techniques is presented in [7]. Another technology for short-range communication
that is worth mentioning in the IoT context is the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [87]. The
WSNs consist of a large number of efficient, low cost and low power sensors that enables
the collection, processing and analysis of valuable information gathered in several environ-
ments [87, 88]. Usually there is one or more base stations, designated by gateways, that
act like a data sink to the network sensors and connect them to the physical world [88].
Sensor networks are useful specially for monitoring the status of things, as they provide a
better awareness of the surrounding environment [90]. At last, an ongoing trend is to adopt
IP-based sensor networks, using IPv6-based Low-power Wireless Personal Area Network
(6LoWPAN) [21].
In sum, sensors and devices are responsible to interface with the physical world, either
by sensing data or triggering actions on the physical world [89]. An IBM report estimated
that by 2020 there will be 212 billion sensor-enabled objects available and 30 billion of them
will be connected to networks [1]. According to Cisco, that number is even greater, having
estimated 50 billion of network-connected devices by 2020 [6]. By making all these devices
and sensors communicate and sharing information with each other, IoT platforms make it
possible to collect and analyze new data streams faster and more accurately [91]. In this
point of view, it is generated a massive amount of data, usually semi-structured or unstruc-
tured, that is useful only when it is analyzed, for example with big data analytic tools. In
fact, IoT and big data are two inter-dependent technologies. The widespread deployment
of IoT leads to a fast increasing in volume and diversity of data, thereby providing great
opportunities for the development of big data applications [28].
Similarly to big data applications, one of the most critical challenges in the widespread
adoption of IoT applications is the security issue. IoT solutions should provide mechan-
isms of confidentiality, privacy and authenticity in order to be adopted by stakeholders.
Data represents one of the fundamental features in these systems, so data confidentiality
is needed to guarantee that only authorized entities are able to access and modify them
[20, 89]. This is achieved mainly by implementing an access control mechanism, such as
Role-Based Access Control, and an authentication process (with an identity management
system) [89]. Furthermore, not all data should be available. Privacy rules aim to define
which data referring to individual users can be accessed. This is important especially in
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healthcare applications where the privacy of personal and sensitive information must be en-
sured [89]. Finally, data encryption plays a key role in the information security, especially in
wireless communications. It is also important to highlight that not every device is powerful
enough to support robust encryption, so security solutions with low-computational com-
plexity are required [20, 88].
Nowadays, software and hardware for sensing, communication and decision making
solutions have become more versatile and affordable, which promotes the development of
IoT applications in several areas [7]. The potentialities of IoT applications extend to every
aspect of daily life. With networked devices and sensors equipped in the environment it is
possible to improve the quality of life at home, at work, when sick, when doing physical
activity or even while traveling [90]. In a more general way, the adoption of IoT solutions
can provide a competitive advantage over the current solutions in several fields, such as
smart homes, smart cities, environmental monitoring, smart business and inventory man-
agement, security and surveillance and healthcare. Some application examples and its
benefits in those sectors are described in [89].
2.4.2 IoT in Healthcare
It is a fact that medical costs can affect people’s quality of life, especially in the case of
chronic diseases. On the other hand, the number of elder people is continuously increasing,
which, apart from the costs, is putting pressure on social and health services. In addition,
most patients that are subject to continuous monitoring prefer the comfort of their home
instead of being confined in healthcare facilities. The development of IoT applications in
the healthcare sector is one of the most promising technologies to provide a solution for
those issues [6].
An IoT-based healthcare system can be defined as a network of all the available resources
connected over the Internet to perform or help in healthcare activities, such as diagnosing,
monitoring or even surgeries [7]. It can cover several fields like pediatric and elderly care,
supervision of chronic diseases and management of private health and fitness [21]. The
adoption of these solutions is seen with good eyes since it aims to improve the access and
quality of care as well as reduce healthcare costs [21, 91]. In the same way as big data
technologies in this sector, IoT follows the basic principle of ”the right care for the right
person at the right time” and, thus, it improves patient satisfaction and makes healthcare
more cost-effective [91].
The sensing technologies are crucial in this field, since the acquisition of physiological
parameters should be as accurate as possible in order to provide better diagnosis and treat-
ments [7]. In this perspective, medical devices and sensors for diagnosis and imaging can
be adapted as smart objects in the IoT context [21]. The progress on these technologies
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enables continuous data acquisition which provides a better awareness on the diagnosis or
the treatment outcomes. Some device examples for data acquisition are presented in [7].
IoT-based healthcare applications generate huge amounts of health data from several
medical devices, thus providing a great opportunity for big data analyzing and processing
tools in order to increase the efficiency of relevant health diagnosis and monitoring ser-
vices [21]. By operating on data collected from IoT devices, analytic tools enable a better
understanding on diseases and treatments as well as manage the population health [92].
Furthermore, it would be possible to spread information with medical practitioners around
the world to discuss critical health cases and decide the best treatment in real-time [88].
In sum, healthcare presents one of the most potential and attractive areas for the im-
plementation of IoT solutions, specially in remote health monitoring, chronic diseases and
elderly care [21]. In a general point of view, the focus of IoT technologies in healthcare
is based on the prevention, early pathology detection and home care [91]. In addition to
the possibility of applying big data analytics on the huge amount of data generated by
these systems, IoT applications in healthcare are expected to reduce medical costs, provide
specialized treatments and increase the users’ quality of life [21].
A list of healthcare applications and their required technologies and sensors in an IoT
environment is presented in [21]. Some of the main healthcare services and applications
are described below.
2.4.3 Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
IoT systems are especially useful in assisted living scenarios. The patient resorts to
sensors and devices for health monitoring to collect and made available useful informa-
tion for doctors or other members of the family, in order to improve treatment and re-
sponsiveness [20]. An Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) can be implemented through an
IoT platform empowered by artificial intelligence and addressed to aging and incapacitated
individuals. An AAL is designed to provide better quality of life and access to healthcare
services for those patients in order to extend their independent life in the comfort of their
homes [21]. By allowing patients to carry medical sensors to monitor different parameters
such as body temperature, blood pressure and breathing activity, it enables to perform per-
sonalized healthcare, by tracking users daily activities and making suggestions to enhance
their lifestyle and prevent health problems [89].
There are several studies discussing and proposing AAL solutions based on IoT applic-
ations [21]. For example, the smart medicine box offers a good solution for patients with
non-compliance problems, since it enables to track the number of pills and schedule of
patient’s medication and act as a reminder [23].
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Remote Patient Monitoring
In healthcare, medical sensors are placed on a patient in order to monitor several para-
meters such as blood pressure and heart beat. With IoT systems, these sensors will be part
of a sensor network, enabling the remote monitoring of the patient [88]. On one hand, in an
hospital environment, beds are connected to analytical dashboards that can send vital signs
of the user in real time. On the other hand, it is also possible to monitor patients remotely in
the comfort of their homes, allowing the supervision and communication between health-
care professionals and patients when there is some change in the patient’s condition or,
simply, when they have a medical question [23]. Both applications are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Remote patient monitoring schematic showing the possible scenarios of application. The
healthcare solution provider collects health data from both healthcare facilities and patients
being monitored outside them in order to make it available for the healthcare providers in
real time. Adapted from [6].
In the first scenario, IoT systems are useful for hospitalized patients that require close
observation and constant attention [91]. That is the case of patients in the Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) who may have serious injuries or suffered a complex surgery. Generally, pa-
tients have different sensors and devices attached to their body to monitor vital parameters
and display them on a bedside monitor. Applying the IoT concept on this scenario, it is
possible to store all the health records and measurements into a database where it can be
accessed by healthcare professionals through a user-friendly interface. Furthermore, an
health monitoring application could process and analyze data from the ICU devices and
inform in (almost) real-time the healthcare professionals about vital parameters changes
and the need of any intervention [6]. An architecture for an IoT monitoring system in the
ICU is proposed in [6].
In the second scenario, it is included the monitoring of elder people, rehabilitation pa-
tients and chronic diseases. The need of providing healthcare services at home tends to
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increase due to the aging of the population and the prevalence of chronic diseases. Since
employing more medical personnel would result in a huge increase of medical costs, re-
mote monitoring technologies present an attractive solution [6]. Chronic diseases need to
be monitored and treated early in order to prevent serious complications [4]. Patients with
chronic diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and heart failure represent
a significant expenditure on healthcare services, like hospitalization and re-admissions. In
[93] it is presented a study on the remote monitoring of patients with those chronic diseases
that shows the potential of this technology on decreasing significantly patient re-admission
and even death. Another patient remote monitoring system based on IoT to support chronic
disease patients is proposed in [4].
With the technological advances, patients dispose of a great variety of sensors to track
their vital signs, such as heart rate monitors, blood pressure cuffs and glucometers [4].
Some IoT-based applications in the context of remote patient monitoring include [21]:
• Glucose level sensing: By monitoring blood glucose it is possible to detect changing
patterns that helps in the planning of meals, activities and medication times.
• Electrocardiogram monitoring: Monitoring the electrocardiogram provides useful in-
formation for several diagnosis such as multifaceted arrhythmias, myocardial ischemia
and prolonged QT intervals.
• Blood pressure monitoring: It allows to keep blood pressure regularly controlled
remotely.
• Body temperature monitoring: Body temperature is a vital sign in the maintenance
of homeostasis.
• Oxygen saturation monitoring: Pulse oximeter wearables are suitable for non-invasive
constant monitoring of blood oxygen saturation.
Data analysis and visualization are also considered critical components in remote patient
monitoring systems [2]. Applying pattern recognition and analytics tools in real time across
a large set of data enables to predict some anomalies such as heart strokes in cardiovascular
patients [5]. Thus, it is possible to provide timely and personalized treatment. Another
benefit of remote monitoring technologies is the possibility of recording a complete patient’s
medical history [88].
An architecture for remote health monitoring systems based on wearable sensors and
partitioned into data acquisition, data transmission and cloud processing layers is described
in [2]. In [5] it is proposed a remote patient monitoring solution based on web services and
cloud computing, using a microcontroller board and electrocardiogram electrodes.
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M-health
Due to advances in mobile communications, the use of smart mobile devices that sup-
port 3G and 4G mobile networks for data transport and mobile computing has become a
source of great opportunities for every sector. The application of those mobile technologies
in the healthcare sector is known as mobile-health, or in its abbreviated form, m-health,
reinforcing the concept of delivering healthcare services anytime and anywhere. This way,
both physicians and patients can access the same medical records through personal com-
puters, tablets or smartphones and establish contact in case of any emergency. The term
”m-health” was defined in 2003 as an interconnection between mobile communication and
network technologies for healthcare purposes. Its applications can have a strong impact
in healthcare monitoring and alerting systems, clinical and administrative data collection,
healthcare delivery programs and detection and prevention systems [94].
Recently, the massive development of smartphones and tablets along with smartphone-
controlled sensors contributed to the widespread of m-health applications, representing
a big step towards a person-centered approach in healthcare sector [95]. Many smart-
phone applications have been developed for several purposes, such as diagnostic, which
are used to access diagnostic and treatment information; drug reference, providing inform-
ation about the name of the drugs, as well as their indications, dosages and side effects;
and medical education applications, with tutorials and surgical demonstrations [21]. A list
of various smartphone healthcare applications is presented in [21] and [94].
In addition, the wearable devices that have been recently developed allow to extend the
capabilities of mobile devices, especially in remote monitoring of human body parame-
ters [95]. Another improvement on this field is the suitability of many health and fitness
accessories with smartphones, such as Apple watches [96], Fitbit Flex [97, 98] and Garmin
Vivosmart [99] bands, allowing to track heart rate, steps, distance, calories burned and sleep
[21, 23, 92].
An IoT architecture based on wearable devices is described in [95]. In [100] it is proposed
a smartphone-centric platform for remote monitoring of patients with heart failure. The
potential and implementation of an IoT architecture based on the m-health concept for
non-invasive sensing of glucose level is described on [101].
Security Requirements
The security requirements concerning the IoT-based healthcare systems are identical to
the standard IoT systems. Confidentiality needs to be ensured in order to make data access-
ible only to authorized users, requiring authentication mechanisms to ensure their identity
[7, 21]. Another important requirement is data integrity, to ensure that medical data is not
altered or compromised. Finally, the system should also guarantee two important proper-
ties: availability and fault tolerance. The first one makes sure that IoT healthcare services
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are always available to authorized parties, even under denial-of-service attacks, while the
second one ensures that in the presence of a system fault, the same services are still being
provided [21].
2.4.4 IoT Platforms
The evolution of IoT systems along with the expansion of network-connected sensors
and devices resulted in the generation of enormous amounts of data and, consequently,
the need for huge data storage and computing power [1, 87]. Therefore, IoT cloud based
platforms integrated with cloud based storage solutions have been developed in order to
address those issues [1]. An IoT platform should be able to collect data from devices and
send it to cloud servers for processing and storage for future utilization. This way, an IoT
system must be equipped with communication services to interact with those devices and
provide data management and application development services [102].
There are numerous commercial IoT platforms available, where four of the big players in-
clude IBM Watson IoT Platform [103], Amazon Web Services IoT Platform [104], Cisco’s IoT
cloud connected [105] and Microsoft Azure IoT Platform [106, 107]. In terms of open source
platforms, there are some attractive solutions such as Kaa [22], DeviceHive [108], OpenIoT
[109] and ThingSpeak [106, 110, 111]. In [110] it is presented a comparison between diffe-
rent IoT platforms both paid and open source, including Kaa, in terms of their basic features.
In a general way, paid platforms offer more services than open source platforms, especially
regarding the management of events from things, analytics and security. However, despite
being open source, Kaa platform supports many of those features and functionalities, while
offering a large variety of application and communication protocols, highlighting Kaa as a
promising open source IoT platform.
A middleware is considered a key technology in the development of IoT systems since it
behaves as an intermediary between IoT devices and applications [112]. It can be defined
as a software layer between the technological and the application levels. By abstracting
the technological details and complexities of the system, it allows the developer to focus
directly on the development of new applications without having to write a different code
for each device [20, 90, 112]. Kaa is included in this category. In [112] it is presented a
comprehensive review of several middleware systems and tools for IoT.
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2.5 kaa iot platform
2.5.1 Overview
Kaa is an open source middleware platform for IoT that enables building complete end-
to-end IoT solutions and applications, as schematized in Figure 8 [22]. It is supported by
CyberVision [113] and licensed under Apache 2.0 [114], which is a free license that provides
full ownership over developed solutions [22, 112]. The Kaa platform offers an open and
feature-rich toolkit for development of IoT applications, that consequently allows to reduce
associated costs, risks and time-to-market [22, 115]. Some of its capabilities include [22]:
• Managing an unlimited number of sensors.
• Setting up interoperability across devices.
• Provisioning and configuration of remote devices.
• Performing real time monitoring.
• Distributing over-the-air firmware updates.
• Creating cloud services for smart products and applications.
• Collecting and analyzing data from devices and sensors.
In order to start using this features, Kaa offers a preconfigured virtual environment,
known as Kaa Sandbox, to install in a VirtualBox Virtual Machine for small developments
or proof of concepts. Alternatively, it is also possible to deploy Kaa in a cluster environment
[22, 115].
Regarding Figure 8, Kaa provides Software Development Kit (SDK) components to the
objects in the hardware layer in order to establish connection with the back-end infrastruc-
ture. Kaa SDKs can be integrated with virtually any type of device, allowing the exchange
of data between the connected device and the server. The Kaa server is responsible for back-
end functionality, such as communication between connected objects, data consistency and
security, device interoperability and failure-proof connectivity. Finally, the Kaa server also
provides interfaces for the integration with data management and analytic systems or other
applications, as represented on top of Figure 8 [22].
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Figure 8: Overview of the Kaa platform as a middleware between the hardware devices and the
application layer. The devices are provided with Kaa SDKs to securely communicate with
the server, which integrates several applications, such as data management and analytic
systems [22].
Some of the key features that highlight the potential of Kaa are described below.
Hardware and Data Model
Kaa platform is hardware-agnostic, meaning it can integrate any device, from functional
operating systems to simple microcontrollers. As for data models, both structured and
unstructured data are supported, however it favors the first one. Well-structured data not
only represent good material for analytics, but also help in the abstraction of any low-level
implementation on the hardware. In addiction, Kaa can manage and operate identically
different technologies and devices as long as they have the same data schema. Schemas are
Apache Avro [116] compatible, which enables efficient data serialization [22].
Endpoint SDK
An endpoint SDK is a library that provides client-side APIs for implementing Kaa plat-
form features. SDKs are designed to be embedded in the client application and to handle
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several features, such as client-server communication, authentication, data marshalling, en-
cryption and persistence. They are available in Java, C++ and C languages. Each SDK is
generated for a specific server instance and contains the data schema for the IoT application
[22].
Connectivity and IoT Gateways
Kaa platform is also transport-agnostic, meaning it allows the communication over any
type of network connection. IoT gateways and routers can improve the performance of Kaa
applications, since they simplify data collection from sensors and devices that use simple
communication protocols, such as Bluetooth and ZigBee [22].
Data Processing
Kaa server provides APIs to instruct the transmission of data collected from sensor
devices to the back-end data processing and/or warehousing system. Additionally, it sup-
ports a framework of pluggable log appenders that enables to load data into a specific
database, stream processing or even a custom data processing module via REST or Flume.
Therefore, Kaa allows the seamlessly integration of data processing and analytics tools,
ensuring an end-to-end structured data flow [22].
2.5.2 Architecture
Kaa platform comprises a Kaa server, Kaa extensions and Kaa endpoints. The Kaa server
represents the back-end layer of the platform and it is responsible for managing users,
applications and devices. Kaa extensions include third-party software that improves the
platform functionality. Finally, a Kaa endpoint is a registered client application that resides
on a particular connected device embedded with a Kaa SDK [22].
An high-level perspective of Kaa architecture is presented in Figure 9. A Kaa cluster
consists in several interconnected Kaa server nodes, which are coordinated with the help of
Apache Zookeeper services. The cluster requires NoSQL and SQL databases to store end-
point data and metadata, respectively. Each Kaa node in the cluster performs a combination
of Control, Operations and Bootstrap services [22, 115].
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Figure 9: High-level overview of Kaa architecture. Kaa cluster is comprised of several Kaa nodes
coordinated by a Zookeeper quorum and requires SQL and NoSQL databases to store en-
dpoint data and metadata, respectively. Endpoints communicate with the cluster through
the Bootstrap services of the Kaa nodes while the Control service manages the available
Operations services [22].
The Kaa Control service is responsible for managing the entire system and processing
API calls from both web User Interface (UI) and external integrated systems. In order to
maintain an updated list of all available Operations services, Zookeeper sends continuously
information to the Control service. Additionally, it provides an web UI that enables the
users to perform administrative operations, such as creating applications, registering and
configuring endpoints and managing accounts. To guarantee the high availability of the
system, there should be at least two nodes with Control service enabled, one active and the
other in standby mode. Thereby, in the presence of a failure, Zookeeper notifies the standby
service and promotes it to the active Control service [22, 115].
The Kaa Operations service is responsible for concurrently handling the endpoints re-
quests. Thus, the cluster should have this service enabled in every node in order to provide
horizontal scaling to the system. In case of an outage of this service on one node, the pre-
viously connected endpoints switch automatically to another available node. In addiction,
Kaa server perform re-balance routines to route endpoints to the less loaded nodes in the
cluster [22, 115].
The Bootstrap service is responsible for redirecting endpoints to the Operations service,
by sending the information about connection parameters [22, 115]. When the SDKs are
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generated in the platform, they contain a list of the Bootstrap services available in the
cluster, which is used later by the endpoints to connect to those services. On the other
hand, Bootstrap services also keep an updated list of the available Operation services, by
coordinating with Zookeeper. The endpoints connect to the Bootstrap services in order
to retrieve the connection parameters, such as IP (Internet Protocol) address and security
credentials, from the list of the available Operation services [22].
In terms of SQL databases, Kaa supports MariaDB and PostgreSQL, which are used to
store metadata such as users, applications and endpoint groups. NoSQL databases provide
storage for endpoint-related data that grows linearly with the number of endpoints. Kaa
officially supports Apache Cassandra and MongoDB as NoSQL solutions [22].
2.5.3 Applications
The concept of IoT brings numerous opportunities for smart applications and technical
innovations in different sectors. Several IoT use cases suitable for the deployment of Kaa
platform are presented on Kaa project website, such as agriculture, automotive, consumer
electronics, industry, logistics, smart city, smart energy, sports and fitness, wearables and
healthcare. Regarding the healthcare industry, Kaa enables some important features such
as the ability to manage virtually any medical device, remote monitoring of patient’s health,
remote device configuration and data analytics applications for clinicians and patients [22].
2.6 summary
The generation of data is rapidly increasing in every sector due to the advances in com-
munication technologies, sensors, electronic data and high-speed networks, with healthcare
being no exception. In the healthcare sector, a huge volume and variety of medical data
comes from different sources, such as sensors and medical records. The concept of big
data arises in order to explore all the potentialities of these massive amounts of data, by
using analytics and processing technologies to extract useful information. The application
of these technologies provides several advantages, including better diagnosis, preventive
care and personalized treatment to each patient, which enables to change the healthcare
paradigm to a patient-centered approach.
In order to benefit from big data solutions, several challenges concerning data manage-
ment and storage need to be addressed. For that cause, many cloud storage solutions have
been developed, highlighting Apache HBase and Apache Cassandra as two major databases
widely adopted in big data applications. Apache foundation also addresses analytic solu-
tions, such as Apache Spark, that can be easily integrated with the mentioned databases
and also enables stream processing in real time.
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IoT presents another attractive technology in the healthcare field. It is an emerging tech-
nology that enables the communication and interaction between everyday objects through a
continuous network. IoT and big data are inter-dependent technologies, since IoT provides
an important source of data for big data solutions to process and analyze. There are several
areas of application in the healthcare sector for these systems including ambient assisted
livings, remote monitoring and m-health.
Nowadays, despite having several IoT solutions on the market, building an IoT platform
capable of efficiently handling all interoperability, storage, communication, security and
management issues represents one of the greatest challenges. An IoT solution using the
open source middleware Kaa integrated with both HBase and Cassandra databases is pro-
posed and tested on this thesis project, focusing on data collection features, in order to
reinforce the potential of IoT and cloud solutions in the healthcare environment.
3
R E S E A R C H M E T H O D O L O G Y
This chapter is addressed to the research methodology followed along the development
of this master thesis. Section 3.1 presents a brief introduction concerning the concept of
research methodologies, while Sections 3.2 and 3.3 expose the methodology selected and
its practical application, respectively.
3.1 introduction
A research methodology can be defined as a guideline that aims to find a solution for a
specific problem or contribute to the understanding of a phenomenon [117]. It comprises a
set of principles and practices that leads the researcher to choose a certain set of methods
over another [118]. This way, some methodologies may be more efficient than others for a
specific problem and, thus, it is crucial to follow a well established research methodology
in order to obtain the best results.
The Design Science Research (DSR) methodology represents one of the most famous and
commonly used research methodologies in the fields of engineering and science, including
computer science and IT [119–121]. Furthermore, this methodology is based on the identi-
fication of a problem, the design of a solution and its validation, which fits the purpose of
this master thesis. Therefore, this was the approach followed during the development of
this project.
3.2 design science research
The DSR methodology is essentially a paradigm for problem solving. As stated in [117],
”It seeks to create innovations that define the ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and
products through which the analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of
information systems can be effectively and efficiently accomplished”.
This methodology comprises two main activities: building and evaluation. Building is
related to the creative process that leads to new artefacts, while evaluation assesses their
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utility [117]. According to [122], a DSR methodology approach follows the steps described
bellow:
• Awareness of the problem: In this step the researcher becomes conscious about the
problem. This awareness may have different sources, such as new developments in
technology or simply reading related areas. After that, the researcher formulates a
proposal to solve the problem, and thus, begins the investigation.
• Suggestion: During this phase, the researcher must come with at least one tentative
design, with the goal to solve the problem from the previous step.
• Development: In this step the researcher presents one or more artefacts, which can
be of different natures such as algorithms, software or expert systems. The methods
used on its development do not necessarily need to be innovative, the innovation is
in the design.
• Evaluation: This step comprises the assessment of the artefacts using the criteria
stated on the proposal. The results must be in conformity with the expectations about
the product behaviour during its design, otherwise the researcher must attempt to
understand any divergence.
• Conclusion: Every results, either positive or less positive, must be consolidated and
written down in order to apply the acquired knowledge and/or perform further re-
search.
By following these concepts it was possible to efficiently design and organize the develop-
ment of this master thesis. The practical application of the DSR methodology is described
in the next section.
3.3 practical application
As previously stated, the research methodology adopted for the development of this
master thesis was the DSR methodology. Therefore, it was required to identify and establish
the different phases of the development of this project.
At the beginning, it was made a brief research about the emerging technologies and
their potential applications in the healthcare sector. After some research, it was possible
to identify IoT as one of the most promising technologies, however the implementation of
these systems in healthcare environment is still under research due to storage, data manage-
ment and security issues. After being aware of the problem, the next step was the suggestion
to solve it, which introduces the proposal of two architectures for an IoT platform - Kaa,
integrated with two different NoSQL databases - Cassandra and HBase. In addiction, the
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integration with a framework for analytics applications, namely Spark, was also suggested.
The development phase comprises the deployment of Kaa cluster and its integration with
both databases and Spark. Kaa platform already officially supports Cassandra, however,
developing the integration with HBase was required. Having both architectures fully work-
ing, it was the time to test them and evaluate their behaviour, comparing both results. All
the results were analyzed and the conclusions are discussed later in this master thesis.
4
T H E P R O B L E M A N D I T S C H A L L E N G E S
This chapter exposes the fundamental problem addressed by this master thesis and its
challenges . In Section 4.1 it is presented an introduction regarding the main issues of
this project, while in Section 4.2 it is proposed an approach to answer their requirements.
Finally, Section 4.3 presents the system architecture of the approach.
4.1 introduction
As it was previously stated in Section 2.2.2, healthcare data is massively increasing not
only in volume, but also in variety and in the speed at which it is generated [29]. This
huge amount of data provides a great opportunity for big data tools to implement analytic
applications, allowing to extract useful insights on healthcare data and bringing several
benefits, especially in preventive care, better diagnosis and personalized treatments [30].
However, in order to deploy big data analytic applications with success, it is crucial to store
all that data efficiently.
Several areas, inside and outside healthcare facilities, may take advantage of big data
systems to improve their quality of care. By integrating these systems with IoT platforms,
all the available resources will be connected with each other over the Internet to perform
or help in healthcare activities, such as diagnosing and monitoring, improving the quality
of care and also reducing medical costs [7]. Some of the areas outside medical facilities
that benefit from these applications include the monitoring of elder people and chronic
disease patients. Inside healthcare facilities, these systems might be especially useful for
monitoring hospitalized patients that require close observation and constant attention, such
as patients in the ICU [6]. These patients usually wear several sensors to constantly monitor
vital signs like electrocardiogram, blood pressure, body temperature and oxygen saturation.
Additionally, the inpatient room also has sensors to monitor the environment, such as the
air quality. The capability of IoT systems embedded with big data technologies to integrate,
connect all these sensors and process their data improves the quality of care, allowing to
perform better diagnosis and personalized treatments for each patient. Nevertheless, the
required quick storage of wide amount and variety of data and the constant demand of
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data processing tasks represent some obstacles to overcome in order to achieve the success
of these systems.
4.2 proposed approach
This master thesis focus on the scenario where data is collected and processed inside an
healthcare facility, mostly from hospitalized patients. To develop an IoT system capable of
handling healthcare big data, four main feature blocks were considered: Data Source, IoT
Platform, Data Collection and Data Processing. Each of these blocks represent the required
feature (or features) that the system has to support in order to be fully operational. In
Figure 10, it is schematized the integration of these four blocks.
Figure 10: Proposed architecture represented by four feature blocks: Data Source, IoT Platform, Data
Collection and Data Processing. Data Source represents the block responsible for sending
data to the IoT Platform, which can forward that data to storage solutions in the Data
Collection block or to processing tools in the Data Processing block. The Data Processing
block should also be able to retrieve data from Data Collection directly.
Data Source
This block concerns the provenance of the healthcare data and its integration into the IoT
platform. Data can be generated from multiple sources, such as EMRs, medical imaging
and medical sensors. Then, data can be sent directly to the platform or through a gateway,
where it can be pre-processed in order to apply some necessary actions or trigger any
inconsistency warning. Gateways are especially used in WSN environments, as it was
referred in Section 2.4. Thus, it is crucial to ensure the interoperability between the source
of data and the platform, as well as the establishment of efficient communication protocols
used for exchanging information. It is important to mention that security measures should
also be taken into account to ensure the authenticity of data.
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IoT Platform
The IoT platform is the center block of all the system, since it establishes the connection
between the other three blocks and it is responsible to manage and monitor every resource
and every task in the system. In terms of data flow, this block handles the authentication
and communication processes of the endpoints in the Data Source block and, then, for-
wards the information received from them to their final destination, being either the Data
Collection block or the Data Processing block. It also manages all users and applications
deployed in the system.
Data Collection
The Data Collection block is responsible for storing the incoming data from the Data
Source block and comprises database solutions to fulfill that purpose. Since this system
is designed to deal with big data, it requires fault tolerant storage solutions capable of
handling large amounts of data with different data structures (or even not structured at
all). As it was presented in Section 2.2.3, NoSQL databases are distributed and horizontal
scalable databases designed for large-scale data storage, representing, therefore, the best
candidates for the development of this block.
Data Processing
The Data Processing block not only represents data processing mechanisms, but also
data visualization and analytic applications. The term ”processing” in this block is related
to any consumer or end user of the platform data. On the one hand, for visualization
and simple processing purposes, data generated in Data Source block can be forwarded
directly through the IoT platform to the Data Processing block, in almost real-time. This
mechanism is designated as data streaming. On the other hand, for analytic and machine
learning applications, the Data Processing block should also be able to retrieve data directly
from the Data Collection block.
4.3 system architecture
The proposed approach was based on the four blocks detailed in the previous section. In
order to achieve a concrete architecture for the proposed system, it was necessary to design
and develop each of those blocks with appropriate frameworks and software and, finally,
integrate them in a fully operational platform.
Since the IoT Platform is the center block of the system, it was defined as the starting
point to design the system architecture. The fundamental requirements for the selection of
the platform were the open source nature and the capability of handling a wide amount of
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users and sensors, as well as providing data collection features. Kaa platform is not only
suitable for those demands, but also provides important additional features, such as noti-
fications, authentication and encryption mechanisms, devices management, administrative
capabilities and an intuitive web UI. As it was stated in 2.4.4, Kaa is a promising middle-
ware IoT platform in the realms of the open source software that allows the developer to
focus on the development of IoT applications without having to write a different code for
each device. One particularity of Kaa, is that it resorts to SDKs to handle client-server
communication, authentication, data marshalling, encryption and persistence. Thus, by
integrating those SDKs in the Data Source devices it is possible to obtain Kaa endpoints,
which are responsible to communicate and send data to the Kaa platform.
Regarding the Data Collection block, Kaa platform is already integrated with Cassandra
database to store data from Kaa endpoints. As it was stated in Section 2.2.3, Cassandra
meets the requirements for big data applications. Nevertheless, HBase represents a good
alternative to have into account, since it is built on top of the HDFS, which has been widely
used in the analytics area.
Finally, as it was referred in Section 2.3.4, Apache Spark is one of the most widely used
open source frameworks for big data processing. The possibility to implement several tools,
such as Spark Streaming and MLib, makes this framework highly suitable to be deployed
in the Data Processing block. Additionally, it was also important to integrate an alternative
component that fetches data directly from the storage solutions, making it available for
large-scale analytic or machine learning applications.
Figure 11 presents the integration of all these components, in a distributed system de-
signed for data collection, processing and analytics, highlighting Kaa as the IoT platform,
HBase and Cassandra as the storage solutions for big data and Spark as the processing
framework.
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Figure 11: System architecture for data collection, processing and analytics. It comprises: Kaa end-
points as data source; Kaa platform as the IoT Platform; Cassandra and HBase as data
collection solutions; Spark and an analytical application as data processing mechanisms.
5
P L AT F O R M D E V E L O P M E N T
This chapter addresses the development and implementation of the system architecture
described in the previous chapter. Firstly, Section 5.1 presents the main assumptions and
decisions that lead the whole development process. Section 5.2 explains in detail the imple-
mentation process of all system components, while Section 5.3 presents a brief summary
focusing on the major outcomes of this chapter.
5.1 decisions
The main subject of this master thesis concerns the development of an IoT platform for
medical sensors with emphasis on data collection and analytic features. Thus, it is crucial to
design a system capable of handling large amounts of data efficiently to achieve those pur-
poses. The system architecture schema was already described in Section 4.3. Nevertheless,
there are still important questions to be addressed.
The first issue is related to the deployment of the IoT platform. As it was referred
in Section 2.5, Kaa platform can be either used in single mode, using a pre-configured
environment designated by Kaa sandbox, or deployed in cluster mode. The first option is
suitable for small applications and proof of concept scenarios. However, for production and
real case scenarios the cluster mode represents the best option. Since this project focus on
data collection applications, it was decided to particularly explore that feature among the
several features provided by Kaa.
The platform was designed to integrate all data from healthcare environments. However,
for the system proof of concept, it was only considered data generated from medical sensors.
Thus, it was decided to develop Kaa endpoint applications that simulate medical sensors
for temperature, blood pressure, electrocardiogram and oxygen saturation.
Another critical decision to address was related to the storage mechanism. As it was
stated in Section 2.5, Kaa platform already officially supports Cassandra database as the
NoSQL solution for data storage. The connection between Kaa IoT platform and another
third party software is established due to a driver component designated as log appender.
The log appender, as the name suggests, collects the logs of data sent to the platform and
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appends it to a selected third party software destination. The Cassandra log appender is
the component responsible to append data to the Cassandra database. However, there is
no log appender for HBase (Figure 12).
Figure 12: Data storage solutions overview in default Kaa platform. Kaa officially supports Cas-
sandra, through Cassandra log appender, while there is no support developed for HBase.
Therefore, in order to integrate HBase in Kaa platform it was necessary to develop a new
log appender. Hence, not only it provides the whole system with an alternative NoSQL
database that is widely used, especially for analytic purposes, but also makes it possible
to perform a quantitative comparison between the two NoSQL solutions, HBase and Cas-
sandra.
Finally, the approach for the last block of the system, the Data Processing block, repre-
sents the last major issue on the platform development. The first decision was to develop
all of its components outside the main IoT platform, in order to avoid unnecessary load
into the platform. The second decision was to implement Spark and a generic component
for analytical applications. Despite providing several different tools, Spark framework was
specifically integrated for (almost) real-time streaming purposes. In an healthcare environ-
ment, the availability of collected data is as important as the data collection process itself. In
this perspective, data streaming applications are extremely relevant since they are respons-
ible to drive the collected data to the end user or even to an interactive dashboard. The
capability of Spark Streaming library to perform data processing in (almost) real-time and
display that data to the end users, makes Spark the chosen framework for the implementa-
tion of streaming applications. In order to implement more complex analytic applications, it
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was also set another component in the platform that communicates directly to data storage
solutions. Thus, it is possible to access all data from medical sensors and apply machine
learning or other analytic algorithms, creating a good opportunity for big data scientists. It
is important to notice that, for this master thesis purpose, this new component is generic
and only performs reads from the storage solutions. Nevertheless, its impact on the whole
platform is the same as it would be with any of those analytical applications.
5.2 implementation
Based on the planning and decision making process over the platform development, it
was possible to break the implementation process into four main steps: central platform
development, HBase log appender development, client application development and data
processing application development. The central platform development stage comprises the
core of the whole system. It concerns the deployment of the IoT platform and storage data-
bases, including all the required components and configurations. The HBase log appender
development stage focus on the driver component to connect HBase data storage with Kaa
platform. Finally, in the application area, the client application development step aims to
develop medical sensors for data integration on the platform, while data processing applic-
ation development stage considers the deployment of Spark and the generic data analytic
component.
5.2.1 Central Platform Development
This stage represents the implementation of IoT Platform and Data Collection blocks,
described in Section 4.2. Firstly, it was deployed the Kaa platform in single mode for each
node, along with the required third party software, such as Zookeeper for coordination
purposes; Cassandra and MariaDB databases for storing endpoint data and Kaa metadata,
respectively. Secondly, all those components were configured for cluster environment. Both
deployment and configuration processes were fulfilled based on the official documentation
of each software component. Afterwards, it was integrated the HDFS and HBase to the
whole system, also in cluster mode, using the official documentation for their deployment.
5.2.2 HBase Log Appender Development
This stage comprises the development of the log appender responsible for establishing
connection between Kaa platform and HBase. The official Kaa platform documentation
provides a guide to develop a custom log appender, which was followed in order to create
the HBase log appender. The process comprehends four main steps: design a configuration
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schema, implement the log appender, develop the log appender descriptor and provide the
log appender. The project involving the development and code of HBase log appender is
published on GitHub [123].
Design a configuration schema
The configuration schema is an Apache Avro compatible schema that defines the struc-
ture and configuration of the custom log appender. In order to create a log appender
instance for HBase, it was necessary to specify the parameters required for establishing
the connection with the database itself. Thus, the configuration schema for HBase log ap-
pender contains a zookeeper quorum, an HBase table, column families and the respective
column qualifiers. The result of the compiled schema with those parameters in Kaa web UI
is presented in Figure 13.
Figure 13: HBase log appender configuration schema. In order to instantiate an HBase log appender,
it is necessary to specify the zookeeper quorum, the HBase table, the column families and
the respective column qualifiers.
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The zookeeper quorum comprises the IP addresses of all system nodes containing zoo-
keeper, as well as the port at which they are listening. The HBase table is defined by the
table name and the corresponding keyspace. The column families can be set with several
properties, such as data minimum and maximum versions, time-to-live, block size, replica-
tion factor, bloom filters, data block encoding, compression algorithms, in memory column
family, keep deleted cells and block cache. Finally, in the column mapping area, the value
and type fields represent the source of data from the Kaa SDK integrated in medical sensors;
the column family and column fields represent the HBase column where data will be stored.
In this sector, it is also possible to select one or more values to be part of the row key.
Implement HBase log appender
Every log appender in Kaa platform extends a generic log appender abstract class, which
implements three main methods: initialize, append and close. In order to create the HBase
log appender, the development of those three methods was required.
The initialization method comprises all the instructions to start the log appender. Firstly,
it establishes the connection with the HBase database through the zookeeper quorum spe-
cified in the log appender configuration. Afterwards, it connects to the HBase table, using
the keyspace and table name parameters from the configuration schema. If the table does
not exist, it is created along with the column families specified in the log appender config-
uration.
The append method is responsible for consuming logs and data from Kaa endpoints, or
in this particular case, medical sensors. When data is sent to the log appender, it creates
a row key based on the configuration schema and then proceeds to the storage into the
HBase table. Since HBase stores data as uninterpreted bytes, data is converted before the
storage process. Finally, a successful message is sent to the client application.
The close method is responsible for closing the appender and releasing any resources
associated with it. Thus, both connection with HBase table and HBase cluster through
zookeeper quorum are closed in this step.
Develop HBase log appender descriptor
The log appender descriptor provides the Kaa server with the information about the
location and configuration of the log appender. Therefore, in order to enable Kaa to find
and implement the HBase log appender, the respective descriptor needs to be developed.
Some important features to configure the HBase log appender descriptor include the name
presented in the web UI, the directory of the HBase log appender implementation class and
the configuration schema.
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Provide HBase log appender
The HBase log appender is a Maven project. In order to provide it to Kaa server, it is
necessary to build the project first and, afterwards, place it in Kaa library directory. The
instructions of this process are detailed on the official Kaa documentation.
5.2.3 Client Application Development
This stage is related to the development of Kaa endpoints to simulate medical sensors. It
represents the Data Source block from the proposed approach in section 4.2.
In the Kaa environment, client applications are integrated with SDKs to handle data
marshalling, encryption and communication with server. To generate a SDK in Kaa plat-
form for data collection purposes, it is necessary to create an application and specify two
different schemas: a log schema and a configuration schema. The first one concerns the
data schema of the client application, while the second one is related to the configuration
features, like the sample period. After defining the two schemas, it is possible to generate
the corresponding SDK in several programming languages. It is important to notice that
this process is explained in the official Kaa documentation. In this master thesis, Java was
selected as the programming language.
According to Section 5.1, the medical devices selected for data integration into the plat-
form include thermometers, pulse oximeters, invasive blood pressure and eletrocardiogram
sensors. With a view to simulate a real clinical scenario, those medical sensors were de-
veloped based on simulated sensors from an Open Source Integrated Clinical Environment
[124]. This open source project provides a framework for connecting medical devices and
clinical applications through the concept of medical IoT. The adaptation of those simulated
sensors with Kaa SDKs enabled their immediate integration with Kaa platform and, thereby,
with the whole system.
5.2.4 Data Processing Application Development
This stage concerns the Data Processing block presented in Section 4.2. As it was previ-
ously stated, this block consists of two different components, Spark and a generic analytical
application, deployed outside the central platform to avoid unnecessary load.
Spark was implemented in standalone mode, following the official documentation. After-
wards, it was developed a Spark streaming application in order to allow real time streaming
of data from medical sensors. Kaa platform does not provide a direct integration with Spark.
However, it provides a log appender for Apache Flume, which is supported by Spark as a
data source for streaming purposes. After develop a Spark streaming application listening
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to Flume data source and establish the Flume log appender in Kaa web UI, it is possible
to achieve real time streaming of data from medical sensors in order to perform some
processing or dashboard visualization. For the proof of concept, data sent from medical
sensors was streamed by Spark application to an online dashboard named Freeboard [125].
Figure 14: Vital signs dashboard showing blood pressure, heart rate and oxygen saturation values
in real time. For heart rate and oxygen saturation it is also shown the history chart.
Figure 15: Thermometer dashboard showing the temperature measured in real time for two different
rooms. It also shows the presence of an alarm for high temperature values.
Figure 14 presents a vital signs monitoring dashboard for a single patient, showing the
blood pressure, heart rate and oxygen saturation values, in real time. It is also possible
to observe the history chart of heart rate and oxygen saturation. Figure 15 presents an
environment temperature monitoring in real time for two different rooms, with a simple
alarm trigger. When the temperature value reaches a previously defined threshold value
(which was set to 25 for this example), it triggers an alarm, as it is shown in room 2.
The generic analytical application intends to simulate the load of analytical applications
over the platform, based on data already stored in databases. For that purpose, it is only
required for this application to retrieve data from storage solutions, that would be neces-
sary for machine learning or other analytic algorithms. Therefore, this application was
integrated with both HBase and Cassandra drivers in order to establish connection to any
database and fetch its data, along with the normal runtime of the platform.
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5.3 summary
This chapter presented the followed approach in order to achieve the system architecture
proposed in the previous chapter. It addresses the issues over the platform development,
exposing the major decisions and explaining the implementation process.
In the decision process, all questions concerning the proposed approach were answered,
highlighting the implementation of two data stores in the system (HBase and Cassandra)
and the need to develop a component to integrate HBase with Kaa platform. Regarding the
Data Processing block, it is important to underline the decision of developing two different
components (Spark and a generic data analytic application) outside the central platform, to
avoid unnecessary load to the system.
The implementation process is grouped into four stages explained in detail, including the
cluster deployment of Kaa, HBase and Cassandra; the development of HBase log appender;
the development of simulated medical sensors; and the implementation of Spark and the
generic analytic application. The HBase log appender brings an innovative feature to Kaa
platform, enabling to store data into HBase database and opening the possibility to perform
a quantitative comparison between HBase and Cassandra data stores. Furthermore, Spark
provides streaming tools extremely useful for medical data visualization and real time
processing. Finally, the generic analytical application represents any component or software
that might be integrated in the future into the system for analytic purposes.
Having the platform fully developed and operational, the next stage concerns the evalu-
ation of the system.
6
C A S E S T U D I E S / E X P E R I M E N T S
This chapter depicts the evaluation of the platform. Section 6.1 presents the setup of the
experiments performed over the platform, while Section 6.2 presents their respective results
and discussion. Finally, Section 6.3 exposes a brief summary of this experimental chapter.
6.1 experiment setup
The implementation of the platform was performed in an experimental environment
with virtual machines, in a local area network. Each virtual machine runs Ubuntu 16.04
and disposes of 2 CPU cores, 4 GB of RAM memory and 20 GB of available space in disk.
For this experiment setup, the cluster corresponding to the Central Platform, described in
Section 5.2, was composed by three virtual machines with the specifications referred above.
Each virtual machine represents one node of the cluster. In each node, it was deployed an
instance of Kaa, Cassandra and HBase. Both Cassandra and HBase clusters were set with
a replication factor of 2, which means that for every record there are written two copies.
Furthermore, Cassandra consistency was set to ”ONE”, in order to improve the availability
of the system.
Another virtual machine was dedicated for data source purposes. All simulated medical
sensors were integrated in that machine, which works as an IoT gateway between those
sensors and the platform.
As it was stated in Section 5.1, Spark and the generic analytical component were de-
veloped outside the platform cluster. In order to make them independent from each other,
both components were assigned a dedicated virtual machine.
After setting up the experimental environment, it was possible to design the evaluation
process of the platform performance. Two standard metrics widely used for that purpose
include the throughput and the response time. The throughput represents the number of
transactions per second handled by the platform, while the response time is the measure
of time between a request operation by a client application and the respective answer by
the server. For this master thesis, the considered response time corresponds to the time
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interval between sending data to the platform and its storage in the respective database.
To achieve that, sensors were adapted to send the timestamp at which data was generated,
while databases already save the time at which data is stored. The difference between those
timestamps is the response time considered in this project. It is important to guarantee that
all machines have a synchronized clock in order to measure coherent timestamp values.
Another metric evaluated was the queue of the platform, which represents the number of
records that were sent to the platform but were not yet stored, in a specific instant.
Since the platform integrates two different NoSQL databases, it was possible to establish
a comparison between the performance of the platform with HBase and with Cassandra.
Based on that premise, the specified metrics and the experimental environment developed,
there were designed four different scenarios.
6.1.1 First scenario - Limits of the platform
This scenario aims to discover how much write throughput the platform can handle
with each database. This is especially useful for the management and design of future
applications over the platform. For that purpose, the only load in the system is related to
the storage of data sent from medical sensors.
In this experiment, data is sent at a starting rate of 2000 records per second and, for each
minute that passes, it is increased by 500 records per second. This scenario simulates the
situation where 2000 sensors are sending one sample per second to the platform and there
is an increment of 500 sensors, also sending one sample per second, after every minute. It
has a duration of 15 minutes, meaning that in the last minute there are 9000 sensors sending
one sample per second.
The main objective of this test is to verify if the platform is able to store all data and ana-
lyze the response time associated with the increment of data. The experiment is performed
three times for each database and the results are presented in 6.2.1.
6.1.2 Second scenario - Constant write only applications
This scenario was designed after the previous one, to evaluate the performance of the
platform over different constant write throughput values. Based on the results from the
first scenario, it is possible to divide this experiment in three groups with distinct write
throughput values. In the first group, data is sent at a small constant rate, correspond-
ing to 2000 records per second. Again, this illustrates the scenario where 2000 sensors are
sending one sample per second into the platform. The second group presents 6000 sensors
sending one sample per second, which represents the maximum throughput value without
compromising the performance of the platform. It is important to highlight that this value
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is a conclusion from the results obtained in the first scenario. In the third group, data is
sent at an high throughput value, corresponding to 9000 records per second. All the exper-
iment groups are performed during 12 minutes, where the first and the last minutes are
disregarded, since they correspond to the initialization and closure processes, respectively.
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the platform with
a previously specified number of samples, represented as the number of sensors. This
evaluation concerns the data stored into the database, the response time and the state of
the queue over the time. For each group, this experiment is performed three times, for each
database. The results are presented in 6.2.2.
6.1.3 Third scenario - Constant write and streaming applications
This scenario focus on the impact of streaming applications on the normal process of
sending and storing data into the platform. For this purpose, a Spark streaming application
with simple data processing was developed. It consists of a Spark application to fetch the
incoming data from thermometer sensors and, then, after every 5 seconds, calculate the
average measured temperature. It is important to notice that this processing feature was
implemented for concept proof. In this experiment, there were used 6000 sensors sending
one sample per second into the platform.
Similar to the previous scenario, this experiment also intends to evaluate data stored in
the database, response time and the state of queue over the time. However, this scenario
increments the load of the system through the streaming application. It is also performed
during 12 minutes, where the first and the last minutes are disregarded, since they corres-
pond to the initialization and closure processes, respectively. It is performed three times for
each database and the results are presented in 6.2.3.
6.1.4 Fourth scenario - Constant write, streaming and analytic applications
This scenario exposes a real world situation, where data is being continuously generated,
stored, streamed and accessed. The experiment consists of sending data at a constant rate of
6000 records per second, implementing the Spark streaming application used in the previ-
ous scenario and implementing the generic analytical component responsible to fetch data
from the databases. For experimental purposes, the analytical application performs read
operations over the whole database every second during the execution of this experiment.
Similar to the previous scenario, it is also performed during 12 minutes, where the first
and the last minutes are disregarded, since they correspond to the initialization and closure
processes, respectively. Again, it is performed three times for each database and the results
are presented in 6.2.4.
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6.2 results
This section presents the results of the several tests described in the experimental setup.
The discussion in detail for every result is addressed after each scenario, in order to provide
a better comprehension of the obtained results.
6.2.1 First scenario results
The results from the experiments of the first scenario are presented as charts in Figures 16
and 17. To avoid presenting a large quantity of data on the charts, the number of samples
collected where grouped in intervals of ten seconds, meaning that for each number of
sensors, sending one record per second, there were expected ten times the number of stored
samples. Figure 16 shows the average number of stored samples and the number of samples
expected per number of sensors, for each database, based on the three performed tests.
Figure 17 presents the average response time per number of sensors in a logarithmic scale,
which reduces the wide range of values to a more manageable and visible representation
and, thus, allowing to cover a large range of values.
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 16: Average number of stored samples per number of sensors for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase.
It is possible to observe a decline in the number of samples stored in Cassandra database
for a number of sensors above 8000, while HBase stores all data.
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(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 17: Average response time in milliseconds per number of sensors for (a) Cassandra and (b)
HBase. In general, Cassandra presents higher values for the average response time than
HBase, reaching values superior to 1 second for a number of sensors above 6500. HBase
only reaches average response time values above 1 second for 8000 and 8500 sensors.
The first experimental scenario enables an overview of the platform limits in terms of
write operations from medical sensors. The experiment starts with a few number of sensors
sending one sample per second, 2000 to be precise, which are incremented by 500 after every
minute, during 15 minutes. In the end of the experiment, it is reached a throughput of 9000
samples per second. As it was previously stated, since data was processed in intervals
of 10 seconds, the expected data stored in the database after each 10 seconds is ten times
the number of sensors operating in that interval. In Figure 16, it is presented the average
number of samples that were actually stored, comparing to the expected stored samples,
per number of sensors, for each database. It is possible to notice that the platform with
HBase is able to store all the expected data, while with Cassandra it is compromised for a
number of sensors above 8000, which is reflected by being unable to store all the expected
data during the runtime of the test. In Figure 17, it is presented the average response time,
during the experiment, per number of sensors. At the first glance, it is observed that both
databases present response time values below 1 second (1000 milliseconds on the chart) for
a throughput value below 6500 samples per second, represented by 6500 sensors sending
one sample per second. With Cassandra, above that number of sensors, the response time
reaches extremely high values, highlighting near 20 seconds for 8000 sensors, which causes
the system to be compromised. With HBase, the platform only achieves an average response
time of 1 second for 8000 sensors and above. It is interesting to notice that for 9000 sensors
the average response time decreases to values below 1 second again, which might suggest
that HBase is able to adapt to the high throughput of data over time. However, further
experiments for that load need to be addressed in order to obtain a viable conclusion.
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6.2.2 Second scenario results
Based on the results from the first experimental scenario, which attempted to explore
the limits of the platform, it is possible to differentiate three sub-scenarios. The first one
regards the impact of small load into the platform, which was set to a throughput equal
to the minimum tested in the first scenario, namely 2000 sensors, sending one sample per
second. The second one concerns the maximum load without compromising the system
with any database. Since data is sent in 1 second intervals, the system was considered
compromised for response time values far above 1 second. Thus, based on the results
from the first experimental scenario, a number of 6000 sensors per second was defined as
the maximum load at which both databases perform efficiently. The last one is related to
the behaviour of the platform in extreme conditions of write operations, which was set
to a throughput equal to the maximum tested in the first scenario, namely 9000 sensors
per second. The purpose of the second experimental scenario is to evaluate the platform
performance with a constant throughput, contemplating those three sub-scenarios, during
10 minutes of execution time.
For each of the three groups, there are two figures showing the charts, for each database,
of all the three performed tests. The first figure depicts the average response time of storing
data during the 10 minutes of execution, while the second figure exposes the state of the
queue at each represented instant.
Since data was sent with one second interval to the platform and the experimental time
was equal to 10 minutes, presenting all data would difficult the comprehension of the charts.
In order to reduce the number of samples in charts, data was processed in intervals of 5
seconds each, presenting the average response time for that interval and the state of the
queue at each 5 seconds.
In addition, all figures are presented with a logarithmic scale to provide a more man-
ageable and visible representation, as it was stated above, in the first scenario. Since the
logarithmic scale does not allow zeros in its representation, the figures addressing the state
of the queue at each instant only present the samples when the queue is not empty.
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Constant write experiment with 2000 sensors
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 18: Average response time of the platform for an input of 2000 sensors during an execution
time of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase. In general, the platform
presents response time values below 200 milliseconds for both cases.
(a) Cassandra
Figure 19: Number of samples in queue for an input of 2000 sensors during an execution time of 10
minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra. In HBase the queue is always empty and, thus, it is
not presented.
Concerning the experiment with 2000 sensors sending one sample per second, resulting
in a throughput of 2000 records per second, both HBase and Cassandra are able to store
all records efficiently. In Figure 18, it is observed that most of samples present an average
response time below 200 milliseconds for both databases. It is also possible to notice that
HBase presents a greater number of samples with an average response time below 100
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milliseconds than Cassandra, which allows to conclude that HBase presents slightly better
results than Cassandra. With Cassandra, the Test 3 shows two outliers, one above 1 second
and the other around 600 milliseconds, while Test 1 shows one outlier near 900 milliseconds.
Those values might have been caused by other operations in the platform mechanism and
can be despised from the discussion. Figure 19 attempts to present the number of samples
in queue, for each 5 second interval. However, since the load of this experiment is small,
in the overall the queue is always empty for both databases. In fact, for HBase the queue
is always empty and, for that reason, the chart is not presented. As for Cassandra, due
to the outliers referred with a response time above and near 1 second, the queue presents
near 2000 samples and near 300 samples in the queue to be stored for Test 3 and Test 1,
respectively. This highlights the fact that high response time values influence negatively
the number of samples presented in queue, which is reflected on the increase of the queue.
Constant write experiment with 6000 sensors
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 20: Average response time of the platform for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution
time of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase. The platform presents
response time values below 1 second for most samples, in both cases. However it is
possible to observe several higher distinct values, especially with Cassandra.
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(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 21: Number of samples in queue for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution time of 10
minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase. During most of the time, the queue
presents values below 10000 samples, showing empty values frequently in both cases. It
is also important to notice that the queue is never saturated.
Regarding the 6000 sensors experiment, all records sent were successfully stored in both
Cassandra and HBase. At the first glance, in Figure 20, it is possible to conclude, for both
databases, that despite having a large number of samples below the 1 second average re-
sponse time, there are several samples above it. This proves that for a number of sensors
superior to 6000 sensors sending one sample per second, the efficiency of the platform
might be compromised due to the high response time values. With Cassandra, both three
tests present peaks of response time values above 2 seconds. With HBase, it is possible to
observe that there are no samples above 2 seconds and most of the average response time
values are located below 1 second. Furthermore, it is possible to notice that with HBase
there is a large number of samples presenting a response time value between 100 and 200
milliseconds. On the contrary, with Cassandra, almost every sample presents a response
time value above 200 milliseconds. In the overall, both databases present acceptable re-
sponse time values, below 1 second, with the presence of some peak values that tend to
decrease over time, highlighting the capability of the platform to handle those occurrences.
Nevertheless, the platform performance with HBase presents slightly lower response time
values, in general, than with Cassandra. This is also proved in Figure 21, where it is pos-
sible to observed a larger number of samples in queue for Cassandra than HBase. Once
again, it is possible to relate the presence of larger number of samples in queue with the
higher peaks of response time values, for the respective instant. Based on this figure, it is
also important to notice that the queue is never saturated in any database.
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Constant write experiment with 9000 sensors
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 22: Average response time of the platform for an input of 9000 sensors during an execution
time of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase. In general, the platform
presents high and inconsistent response time values for both cases. With Cassandra, it
presents extremely high values, having response times above 10 seconds for almost the
whole time of the experiment duration. With HBase, the response time values are always
below 20 seconds and reveal a tendency to decrease over time when a peak occurs.
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 23: Number of samples in queue for an input of 9000 sensors during an execution time of 10
minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase. With Cassandra, the queue is always
saturated, while with HBase the queue is saturated during the first 300 seconds and then
it decreases, even reaching some empty values.
The 9000 sensors experiment represents an extreme condition to the platform, as it is
shown in Figure 22. In this case, contrary to the other experiments with fewer number
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of samples per second, the platform with Cassandra not only presents extremely high
response time values, but it was also unable to reach the end of the experiment time. In
fact, it is possible to observe, from the lack of samples in the chart, that the platform
stopped working around the 300 seconds of execution time for Tests 1 and 2, while Test
3 stops noticeably around 550 seconds. On the contrary, HBase is able to store all data
during the whole experiment time. Figure 22 proves the great impact of this experiment on
the platform performance, by presenting extremely high values of response time, especially
with Cassandra. For this database, the platform presents an increase of the response time
over time in every test, reaching values above 1 minute, which compromises the whole
system. As for HBase, the response time values are frequently below 10 seconds. It is
interesting to notice that Test 2, despite starting with an average response time of 20 seconds,
tends to decrease to low response time values. The same phenomenon occurs every time
the platform reaches a peak of high values, which is well represented in the Test 1. Test 3
presents low values for almost the whole experiment. While it is true to say that response
time values far above 1 second might compromise a platform designed for sensors that
send data per second, it is possible to state that the platform performance with HBase for
large amounts of data provides better results than the platform with Cassandra. This fact is
corroborated by Figure 23, which presents the state of the queue for this experiment. Since
the response time values are frequently higher than 1 second, it is normal to encounter a
large number of samples in the queue. It is important to notice that the chart regarding
Cassandra database shows that the queue is saturated all the time, which is expected due
to the extremely high values of the average response time. As for HBase, the queue was
also saturated, but only during the first 300 seconds of the experiment time, corresponding
to the higher values of response time, having decreased and reached a lower number of
samples in queue after that. A note for Test 1, which despite presenting another moment
of queue saturation after the 500 seconds, the platform is able to decrease the number of
samples to lower values, once again, before the end of the experiment. The exception here
is the HBase’s Test 3, which presents mostly a low number of samples in queue during the
test.
6.2.3 Third scenario results
The first and second scenarios provided information about the limits and behaviour of the
platform for different values of throughput, represented as a number of sensors. Therefore,
it was possible to conclude that the platform implemented on this experimental environ-
ment is capable of handling a maximum of 6000 sensors without compromising its per-
formance with any database. For further evaluation, it was implemented a Spark streaming
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application, outside the platform cluster to avoid unnecessary load, for that quantity of
sensors.
The third scenario explores the Spark streaming application impact on the overall plat-
form performance. To avoid overwhelming the charts with data, the same five second
interval strategy explained in Section 6.2.2 was adopted. Figure 24 addresses the average
response time during 10 minutes with 6000 sensors sending one sample per second, while
Figure 25 exposes the state of the queue during the experiment. The charts are also repres-
ented with the logarithmic scale mentioned on the previous scenarios.
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 24: Average response time of the platform for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution
time of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase, along with Spark streaming
application. The platform presents response time values below 1 second for most samples.
In general, HBase provides lower response time values.
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(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 25: Number of samples in queue for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution time
of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase, along with Spark streaming
application. In general, HBase provides lower number of samples in queue.
All data sent to each database was successfully stored in this experiment. Figure 24
presents the response time values for each database in the presence of the streaming applic-
ation and, at the first glance, it is clear that the platform integrated with HBase presents
lower response time values than with Cassandra. Even excluding the three outliers with
values above 4 seconds from Test 3 in the Cassandra chart, it is possible to encounter sev-
eral response time samples above 1.5 seconds. As for HBase, there is no samples above that
value. Similarly to the experiment with only write operations from 6000 sensors, the plat-
form with HBase presents a large number of samples with a response time value between
100 and 200 milliseconds while, with Cassandra, almost every sample presents a response
time value above 200 milliseconds. Figure 25 evidences the difference between the number
of samples in queue for the platform with HBase and with Cassandra. Despite the queue
being frequently empty for both databases, which is inferred by the absence of the majority
of the samples, there is a larger number of samples in the queue, during the experiment,
for Cassandra than HBase. It also emphasizes the influence of high response time values on
the number of samples in queue at each instant, where the response time peaks correspond
to the larger number of samples in queue. Furthermore, it is possible to conclude that the
impact of the Spark streaming application in the platform performance is not significant,
since the resulting charts are similar to the ones in the figures of the experiment with 6000
sensors performing only write operations.
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6.2.4 Fourth scenario results
The fourth scenario addresses a real world situation where data is sent from 6000 sensors
(sending one sample per second), streamed with Spark streaming application and read with
a generic application for analytics and machine learning purposes. In order to measure the
impact of constant read and stream operations on the overall performance of the platform,
it was performed the same evaluation method over the writes into both databases. The
results are exposed in the charts of Figures 26 and 27. Once again, to avoid overwhelming
the charts with data, the same five second interval strategy explained in Section 6.2.2 was
adopted. Figure 26 presents the average response time during 10 minutes of execution,
while Figure 27 presents the state of the queue during the experiment. The charts are also
represented with the logarithmic scale mentioned on the previous scenarios.
(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 26: Average response time of the platform for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution
time of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase, in a real world scenario.
The platform presents response time values below 1000 milliseconds for most samples.
In general, HBase provides lower response time values, while Cassandra presents more
peaks in its response time values.
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(a) Cassandra (b) HBase
Figure 27: Number of samples in queue for an input of 6000 sensors during an execution time
of 10 minutes, per test, for (a) Cassandra and (b) HBase, in a real world scenario. In
general, HBase provides lower number of samples in queue, and it is never saturated. In
Cassandra it is possible to observe some saturation moments in the queue.
Similarly to the previous scenario, it was observed that all data was successfully stored for
both Cassandra and HBase in this experiment. The average response time results, presen-
ted in Figure 26, show the occurrence of lower values for HBase, in general, than Cassandra.
Comparing the results presented in this figure with the ones from the previous scenario,
in Figure 24, it is not possible to infer the impact of this experiment in the platform with
HBase. However, there is an increase of the response time peak values in the platform
with Cassandra. In Cassandra response time chart from Figure 26, it is possible to observe
several values above 2 seconds and two peaks with values around 6.5 and 8 seconds, re-
spectively. While it is true that in Figure 24 the platform with Cassandra already presented
several values above 2 seconds, there is a larger number of samples with values above 4
seconds, which might infer a slight impact of this scenario on the response time. This im-
pact is highlighted on Figure 27, where it can be observed two distinct moments of queue
saturation on the platform in the Cassandra chart. Nevertheless, it is important to mention
that the queue remains empty for most of the experiment time, due to the absence of the
majority of samples in the chart. As for HBase’s chart, it is similar with its corresponding
chart in Figure 25, presenting even fewer occurrences of samples in queue, which consolid-
ates the conclusion about this scenario not having a significant impact on the platform with
HBase.
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6.3 summary
This chapter addresses the evaluation of the developed platform, starting with a detailed
explanation of the experiment setup, including the experimental environment and tested
scenarios, up to the presentation and discussion of the results.
The platform was implemented in an experimental environment with virtual machines
running Ubuntu 16.04. The Kaa cluster, along with Cassandra and HBase, was implemen-
ted in three virtual machines, resulting in a three node cluster. The other components of
the system, namely the client, Spark streaming and generic analytical applications, were de-
ployed on individual virtual machines. Having the experimental environment configured,
the evaluation process was divided into four different scenarios.
The first scenario was designed to provide an overview of the platform limits in terms
of the write throughput. For that purpose, an increasing number of sensors, sending one
sample per second, were integrated to increase the data throughput along the runtime. The
results showed that the platform was able to efficiently handle the write throughput with
both databases until 6000 records per second, starting to be compromised for values above
that number.
The second scenario concerns the platform performance for a constant throughput over
time. There were performed three experiments with different throughput values based on
the number of sensors: 2000, 6000 and 9000. For 2000 sensors, the platform with both data-
bases was able to efficiently store all the data. As for 6000 sensors, there were some high
response time occurrences, but not sufficient to compromise the platform performance in
both databases. The platform with HBase presented slightly better results than with Cas-
sandra. The 9000 sensors experiment intended to simulate a scenario with more load than
the platform was able to handle, resulting in the compromise of the system performance.
The third scenario integrated a Spark streaming application along with a constant through-
put corresponding to 6000 sensors sending one sample per second, in order to evaluate the
impact of data streaming on the platform. Once again, the results showed that the platform
with HBase was the solution that provided lower response time values and less loaded
queues. The impact of data streaming applications on the platform was not significant,
since there was no visible variation on the results, comparing to the experiment with only
write operations with the same throughput.
The fourth, and last, scenario was designed to simulate a real world situation. It consists
of a constant throughput of 6000 sensors sending data per second, a Spark streaming applic-
ation and a generic analytical application to perform read operations over the databases of
the system. The impact of this scenario on the platform performance was slightly reflected
on the increased response time of the platform with Cassandra. However, the impact on
the platform with HBase was not noticeable.
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In conclusion, the platform with HBase provided, generally, better results in comparison
with Cassandra in terms of response time and loaded queues.
7
C O N C L U S I O N
This chapter ends the dissertation by presenting the main conclusions that can be taken
from the development of the described project, in Section 7.1. Some suggestions about the
future work that can still be done over this platform are exposed in Section 7.2.
7.1 conclusions
This master thesis main goal was the development of an IoT platform designed for data
collection and analytic purposes for medical sensors, in the healthcare environment. For
that purpose, it was necessary to collect and analyze several heterogeneous sources and
bibliographic documents to assess the feasibility of that implementation, described as the
first objective of this project in Section 1.2. A system capable of handling big data provides
an excellent opportunity for big data analytics to get in action, in order to originate useful
insights based on all that data. In the healthcare sector, this means that not only it will be
possible to provide high quality and personalized care to patients, but it also enables the
development of preventive care systems. Furthermore, the application of IoT technologies
allows to establish connection between all devices and medical sensors in the respective
healthcare environments, which is especially useful for remote patient monitoring. The
development of a platform capable of integrating both the IoT and big data concepts was
the main motivation for this dissertation.
During this project’s development, many issues regarding these systems were addressed,
using only open source software. The core of the designed solution was the implementation
of Kaa IoT platform, responsible for handling all the communication and security processes,
as well as managing all the Kaa endpoints, representing client applications, or in this case,
medical sensors. In order to store and manage big data resulting from those sensors, the
platform was provided with two NoSQL databases: HBase and Cassandra. Kaa already
supported Cassandra, officially. However, the development of a component to establish the
connection between Kaa and HBase was required, resulting in the major contribution of
this master thesis. Thus, it was possible to perform the assessment of the system perform-
ance using each database. Furthermore, Spark was integrated in the system for processing
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purposes and, especially, streaming applications. Another component introduced in the
platform was developed for simulating the load that analytic and machine learning applic-
ations would cause by performing constant reads to the system databases. Achieving this
system architecture concluded the second objective of this dissertation, successfully.
The third objective concerns the assessment of the developed platform performance and
behaviour for an healthcare environment. The first experimental scenario presented an
overview of the performance over an increasing number of medical sensors, which allowed
to establish the limit throughput of the platform. The second experiment evaluated the
performance over time, for a small, maximum and overwhelming number of sensors. In
the experiments with small and maximum load, the platform was able to store all data
with both databases. However, for an overwhelming number of sensors, only the platform
with HBase was able to store all records sent. In general, the platform with HBase presents
lower average response time values than with Cassandra. The third and fourth scenarios
were designed to represent a real world situation, by adding data processing operations
during the arrival of data from medical sensors. The impact of those implementations was
not noticeable on the performance of the platform with HBase, while with Cassandra there
was a slightly increase on the average response time values.
In sum, the platform proved to be suitable for the deployment in an healthcare environ-
ment, where there is a large amount of data generated in small time intervals. The imple-
mentation of HBase in Kaa platform represents a good contribution to the system, because
not only presents an alternative with slightly better response time values than Cassandra,
but also provides a great opportunity for analytical applications.
7.2 prospects for future work
The platform developed in this master thesis was designed as the base architecture for
the implementation of several healthcare IoT solutions. Therefore, there are different ways
to improve this platform or simply integrate more components to the whole system.
The deployment of the platform was performed on a three node cluster environment.
Since all of its components are horizontally scalable, it is safe to say that the overall per-
formance of the platform would increase with the addition of more nodes. Nevertheless,
the assessment of the platform with more nodes would be an interesting subject to study.
Since the major goal of the platform developed was to provide a solution for big data
collection and analytics for medical sensors, the next step would be to improve the analytic
block of the system. The base architecture of the platform presented in this master thesis
already provides the Spark implementation and an application to fetch data from both
databases. Thus, it enables the use of Spark libraries (like Spark MLib) or the integration
of other third party software to implement machine learning algorithms or other analytic
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applications on the platform. A major contribution to this dissertation would be the imple-
mentation of analytic applications over real medical data to extract crucial information and
even develop real time preventive systems.
Finally, despite being used mainly for data collection purposes in this project, Kaa plat-
form also provides several other features, such as notification management and remote
device provisioning and configuration. The exploration of these features could improve the
capabilities of the current system.
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